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Ali Ali “Pure mathematics is a “Pure mathematics is a 

Pi is Pure MathematicsPi is Pure Mathematics
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Ali Ali “Pure mathematics is a “Pure mathematics is a 
religion.”religion.”

Friedrich von Hardenberg, 1801Friedrich von Hardenberg, 1801
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Circle Circle –– Different Concepts and  MythsDifferent Concepts and  Myths
�� The circle or circumference was always one of the primary The circle or circumference was always one of the primary 

feminine signs, as opposed to the line or diameter representing feminine signs, as opposed to the line or diameter representing 
masculine sprit.masculine sprit.

�� Early matrifocal villages had round hearths, round houses, round Early matrifocal villages had round hearths, round houses, round 
fences and round defensive shapes.fences and round defensive shapes.

�� The circle was associated with the idea of a protected or The circle was associated with the idea of a protected or 
consecrated space, the space where all participants are equalconsecrated space, the space where all participants are equal. . 

Worship places like the Worship places like the Hindu ChakraHindu Chakra or or Arabic HalkaArabic Halka were those were those 
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�� Worship places like the Worship places like the Hindu ChakraHindu Chakra or or Arabic HalkaArabic Halka were those were those 

in which female influence was prevalent. Pagan sacred dances in which female influence was prevalent. Pagan sacred dances 
were circular, as are European folk dances to this day.were circular, as are European folk dances to this day.

�� Prehistoric stone circles, like Stonehenge Prehistoric stone circles, like Stonehenge ------------------------ known as known as 
the Giants’ Dance the Giants’ Dance ------------------ attest to the ancient love of circularity.attest to the ancient love of circularity.

�� The The concept of equalityconcept of equality was still connected with the circle in was still connected with the circle in 
medieval legends. medieval legends. 

�� The circle invoked by analogy the full face of the moon, the pupil The circle invoked by analogy the full face of the moon, the pupil 
of the Allof the All--Seeing Eye, the circle of the visible horizon and a Seeing Eye, the circle of the visible horizon and a 
thousand other natural forms.thousand other natural forms.
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Ancient Sweden and 19Ancient Sweden and 19

In ancient Sweden the dates of the full In ancient Sweden the dates of the full 
moon were computed by runic calendar moon were computed by runic calendar 
sticks (runstavar) with the full moon sticks (runstavar) with the full moon 
marked only at marked only at 19 fixed dates19 fixed dates within each within each 
month. month. 
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month. month. 

Full Moon Full Moon –– 19 fixed dates19 fixed dates
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Bahai’s Calendar and 19 Bahai’s Calendar and 19 

19 days x 19 months = 361  ... Super Cycle19 days x 19 months = 361  ... Super Cycle

The The Bahai’sBahai’s calendar is structured calendar is structured 
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The The Bahai’sBahai’s calendar is structured calendar is structured 

such that a year contains such that a year contains 19 months19 months
of of 19 days19 days each as well as a each as well as a 19 year19 year

cycle and a cycle and a 361 year.361 year.
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6 6 –– Perfect Values of BuddhistsPerfect Values of Buddhists

The Number The Number –– 6 means ‘Perfection or 6 means ‘Perfection or 
transcendent’ Values of thetranscendent’ Values of the

Buddhists.Buddhists.

1. The patience.1. The patience.
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1. The patience.1. The patience.

2. The charity.2. The charity.

3. The energy.3. The energy.

4. The wisdom4. The wisdom

5. The contemplation.5. The contemplation.

6. The virtue6. The virtue
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Chinese Calendar and 19Chinese Calendar and 19

�� Every Every 19 years19 years, the intercalary , the intercalary 
month of Chinese Calendar is month of Chinese Calendar is 
inserted after the inserted after the 88thth monthmonth and and 
is called "ren ba yue" (double is called "ren ba yue" (double 
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Ali Ali is called "ren ba yue" (double is called "ren ba yue" (double 
August). It predicts tragedy and August). It predicts tragedy and 
death in popular tradition. death in popular tradition. 

�� Number Number ––19 is the 819 is the 8thth Prime Prime 
NumberNumber
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‘God is a circle whose circumference is nowhere ‘God is a circle whose circumference is nowhere 
and whose center is everywhere’.and whose center is everywhere’.

It is a famous cliché cribbed from a Hindu catechism It is a famous cliché cribbed from a Hindu catechism 
concerning the deity called the One as:concerning the deity called the One as:

Circle and Definition of God in Circle and Definition of God in 

HinduismHinduism
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concerning the deity called the One as:concerning the deity called the One as:

“an unbroken circle with no circumference, for it “an unbroken circle with no circumference, for it 
is nois no--where and everywhere.”where and everywhere.”

The idea of the ‘Cosmos’ as an unbroken circle The idea of the ‘Cosmos’ as an unbroken circle 
was repeated in the Gnostic image of the world was repeated in the Gnostic image of the world 
‘Serpent’ forming a circle with its tail in its ‘Serpent’ forming a circle with its tail in its 
mouth.mouth.
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6 and Hindus6 and Hindus

Many Hindus believe Many Hindus believe God (Ishvar) is One (1)God (Ishvar) is One (1) according to according to 
Vedas and has Six Vedas and has Six -- 6 main attributes.6 main attributes.

1.1. Jnana (Omniscience),Jnana (Omniscience), defined as the power to know about all defined as the power to know about all 
beings simultaneouslybeings simultaneously

2. 2. Aishvarya (Sovereignty),Aishvarya (Sovereignty), derived from the word Ishvara, which derived from the word Ishvara, which 
consists in unchallenged rule over allconsists in unchallenged rule over all

3. 3. Shakti (Energy), or powerShakti (Energy), or power, which is the capacity to make the , which is the capacity to make the 
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3. 3. Shakti (Energy), or powerShakti (Energy), or power, which is the capacity to make the , which is the capacity to make the 

impossible possibleimpossible possible
4. 4. Bala (Strength),Bala (Strength), which is the capacity to support everything by will which is the capacity to support everything by will 

and without any fatigueand without any fatigue
5. 5. Virya (Vigor),Virya (Vigor), or valor which indicates the power to retain or valor which indicates the power to retain 

immateriality as the Supreme Being in spite of being the material immateriality as the Supreme Being in spite of being the material 
cause of mutable creationscause of mutable creations

66. . Tejas (Splendor)Tejas (Splendor), which expresses his self, which expresses his self-- sufficiency and the sufficiency and the 
capacity to overpower everything by his spiritual effulgence.capacity to overpower everything by his spiritual effulgence.

(cited from Bhakti Schools of Vedanta, by Swami Tapasyananda)(cited from Bhakti Schools of Vedanta, by Swami Tapasyananda)
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6 Perfect Virtues in Hinduism6 Perfect Virtues in Hinduism
The 6 Perfect Virtues, also known as The 6 Perfect Virtues, also known as ‘Shat sampat’‘Shat sampat’ in in 

Hinduism are:Hinduism are:

1. Tranquility 1. Tranquility –– ShamaShama

2. Training 2. Training –– DramaDrama
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3. Withdrawal 3. Withdrawal –– UparatiUparati

4. Forbearance 4. Forbearance –– TitikshaTitiksha

5. 5. Faith Faith –– ShraddhaShraddha

6. 6. Focus Focus –– Samadhana.Samadhana.
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Greek Philosophers and 6 Greek Philosophers and 6 

The Greek philosphers called theThe Greek philosphers called the
number number –– 6 as:6 as:

�� HarmonyHarmony
�� Perfection of partsPerfection of parts

NuptialNuptial
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�� NuptialNuptial
�� VenusVenus
�� PeacePeace
�� FriendshipFriendship
�� HealthHealth
�� TruthTruth
�� WholenessWholeness
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Hinduism and 114Hinduism and 114

MandalaMandala 9 of the 9 of the RigRig--VedaVeda is is 
comprised of comprised of 114 hymns114 hymns, entirely , entirely 
devoted to Soma devoted to Soma PavamanaPavamana, the , the 
plant of the sacred portion of the plant of the sacred portion of the 
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Ali Ali plant of the sacred portion of the plant of the sacred portion of the 
Vedic religion.Vedic religion.

114 hymns of Rig 114 hymns of Rig –– Veda = 19 x 6Veda = 19 x 6
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Sayings of Jesus Christ Sayings of Jesus Christ -- 114114

The total number of sayings of Jesus The total number of sayings of Jesus 
Christ listed in theChrist listed in the

Gospel of ThomasGospel of Thomas
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Gospel of ThomasGospel of Thomas

114

19 x 6 = 114
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Bible and 114Bible and 114

�� Mr. Richard Amiel McGough, one of the most renowned Mr. Richard Amiel McGough, one of the most renowned 
Christian philosophers of our times wrote in his book, “The Christian philosophers of our times wrote in his book, “The 
Bible Wheel” about the relationship between Bible Wheel” about the relationship between 19 and 619 and 6
and the Grace Manifest Holograph as:and the Grace Manifest Holograph as:

“Chanon “Chanon –– a Hebrew word in Bible is closely related a Hebrew word in Bible is closely related 
to another fundamental Hebrew word to another fundamental Hebrew word –– Chen Chen 
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Ali Ali to another fundamental Hebrew word to another fundamental Hebrew word –– Chen Chen 
meaning ‘Grace’. Its numerical value yields the index meaning ‘Grace’. Its numerical value yields the index 
of the Grace Manifest Holograph.of the Grace Manifest Holograph.

Gracious = Chanon (Hebrew) = Gracious = Chanon (Hebrew) = 114 114 
= = 19 x 619 x 6

�� The The Number 114Number 114 is represented by the is represented by the six fold six fold –– 66
heartheart of the sevenfold Logos Star.of the sevenfold Logos Star.
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Bible and 114 (Cont…)Bible and 114 (Cont…)

Grace is mentioned in the famous verse:Grace is mentioned in the famous verse:

“And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, 
(and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only (and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only 
begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.”begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.”

(John 1.14)(John 1.14)
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�� The The Gospel of JohnGospel of John derives its name from the Greek word derives its name from the Greek word ––
‘loannes’ which arose from the Hebrew word ‘loannes’ which arose from the Hebrew word –– ‘Yahochanon’, ‘Yahochanon’, 
meaning ‘The Lord (YHVH) is Gracious meaning ‘The Lord (YHVH) is Gracious –– Chanon in Hebrew.Chanon in Hebrew.

�� The word ‘Chanon’ meaning Gracious is a Chet Keyword used The word ‘Chanon’ meaning Gracious is a Chet Keyword used 
in the acrostic Psalm 145:in the acrostic Psalm 145:

“The Lord is gracious, and full of compassion; slow to “The Lord is gracious, and full of compassion; slow to 
anger, and of great mercy.”anger, and of great mercy.”
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Bible Bible --19 and 619 and 6
�� The The 1919thth HebrewHebrew Letter Letter 

QuphQuph –– is inextricably is inextricably 
integrated with the integrated with the lifting uplifting up
((Quph Keyword QumQuph Keyword Qum) of ) of 
Christ at Christ at Golgotha.Golgotha.

�� It figures prominently in the It figures prominently in the 
value of the phrase value of the phrase The Body The Body 
of Jesusof Jesus which is the Greek which is the Greek 
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of Jesusof Jesus which is the Greek which is the Greek 
fulfillment of the prophecy fulfillment of the prophecy 
given in Zechariah 12.10.given in Zechariah 12.10.

�� Its complex set of associated Its complex set of associated 
meanings integrates with the meanings integrates with the 
structure of the Inner Wheel of structure of the Inner Wheel of 
Revelation, where we find the Revelation, where we find the 
distribution of the word "distribution of the word "flesh"flesh"
maximized on Spoke maximized on Spoke 
19 19 

[Source: The Bible Wheel 

by Richard Amiel McGough]
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Bible and NumbersBible and Numbers

“The Hebrew Bible often speaks “The Hebrew Bible often speaks 
the language of numbers and the language of numbers and 
measurements.”measurements.”
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(Feldman 1965)(Feldman 1965)

Bible is one of the most famous scriptures and Bible is one of the most famous scriptures and 
accepted as a Divine Book. Bible is considered accepted as a Divine Book. Bible is considered 
as the Divine Seal and capstone of God’s word as the Divine Seal and capstone of God’s word 
by the Christians of the world.by the Christians of the world.
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Bible and Bible and 

A little known verse of the Bible reads and mentions A little known verse of the Bible reads and mentions 
about Pi:about Pi:

“And he made a molten sea, ten “And he made a molten sea, ten 
cubits from the one brim to the other: cubits from the one brim to the other: 
it was round all about and his height it was round all about and his height 
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it was round all about and his height it was round all about and his height 
was five cubits: and a line of thirty was five cubits: and a line of thirty 
cubits did compass it about.”cubits did compass it about.”

(I Kings 7, 23)(I Kings 7, 23)

= 30/10 = 3 (Approx.)= 30/10 = 3 (Approx.)
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Bible and 19Bible and 19
�� The The Number 19Number 19 is the Number of Flesh and Physical is the Number of Flesh and Physical 

Manifestation. It is the basis of the Grace Manifest Manifestation. It is the basis of the Grace Manifest 
Holograph. It is the square root of the Holograph. It is the square root of the 

NumberNumber-- 361 = 19 x 19361 = 19 x 19

�� The distribution of this word is significantly maximized The distribution of this word is significantly maximized 
in Revelation 19 of the Inner Wheel of Revelation.in Revelation 19 of the Inner Wheel of Revelation.
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�� The fundamental force of the The fundamental force of the Nineteenth (19Nineteenth (19thth))
Hebrew Letter Hebrew Letter –– Quph Quph manifests in the course of World manifests in the course of World 
History in the Materialism of the Nineteenth  History in the Materialism of the Nineteenth  -- 19th  19th  
Century.Century.

�� 1919thth Hebrew Letter Hebrew Letter –– QuphQuph

�� Holy Book Holy Book –– QuranQuran also starts with the letter also starts with the letter –– ‘Quph’.‘Quph’.
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600 and Creation of Cosmos600 and Creation of Cosmos

The Number The Number –– Six hundred (600) is a Six hundred (600) is a 
triangular number with Index triangular number with Index –– 3 and relates 3 and relates 
with the Creation of Man and Cosmos with the Creation of Man and Cosmos ––
according to Bible.according to Bible.
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Cosmos = Shaysh (Hebrew) = 600 Cosmos = Shaysh (Hebrew) = 600 

= 6 + 0 + 0 = 6= 6 + 0 + 0 = 6
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666 666 –– Number of BeastNumber of Beast
�� 666 is known as the 666 is known as the ‘Number of the Beast’‘Number of the Beast’ in the Book of in the Book of 
Revelation. In Eastern Orthodox Church, 666 is considered to Revelation. In Eastern Orthodox Church, 666 is considered to 
be very symbolic. 666 in Greek numerals stands for Christ, be very symbolic. 666 in Greek numerals stands for Christ, 
man man –– because the man was created the 6th day of Genesis because the man was created the 6th day of Genesis 
and the serpent and the serpent -- 6 came between them.6 came between them.

666 666 ------ Christ (6) Christ (6) ---- Serpent (6)…Man (6)Serpent (6)…Man (6)

666 is the sum of the squares of the first seven 666 is the sum of the squares of the first seven –– 7 prime 7 prime 
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�� 666 is the sum of the squares of the first seven 666 is the sum of the squares of the first seven –– 7 prime 7 prime 
numbers, i.e. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 and 17.numbers, i.e. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 and 17.

�� The sum of the squares of the first The sum of the squares of the first sevenseven prime numbersprime numbers

2² + 3² + 5² + 7² + 11² + 13² + 17² = 666. 2² + 3² + 5² + 7² + 11² + 13² + 17² = 666. 

The fear of the number 666 is called The fear of the number 666 is called 
‘‘HexakosioihexekontahexaphobiaHexakosioihexekontahexaphobia’’
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Symbolic Way to See PiSymbolic Way to See Pi

�� The 16The 16thth Letter of Greek AlphabetsLetter of Greek Alphabets

The letter The letter ‘Pi’ is the 16‘Pi’ is the 16thth letter of Greekletter of Greek alphabets.alphabets.
Now we know that the all the mathematical values of Pi so far Now we know that the all the mathematical values of Pi so far 
calculated and computed start with Number calculated and computed start with Number –– Three Three –– 3. So if 3. So if 
we put the place of ‘pi’ in Greek Alphabets which is 16we put the place of ‘pi’ in Greek Alphabets which is 16thth after after 
3, we can get the value of Ali pi.3, we can get the value of Ali pi.
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Pi Pi –– 1616thth letter of Greek Alphabetsletter of Greek Alphabets
Pi Pi –– starts with Number starts with Number –– Three Three –– 3 always3 always
Pi = 3.place of pi in Greek alphabet = 3.16…Pi = 3.place of pi in Greek alphabet = 3.16…

Exact Value of Ali pi in first 3 numbers.Exact Value of Ali pi in first 3 numbers.

�� Ali pi = 3.16…………. 3.position of Greek letter pi which Ali pi = 3.16…………. 3.position of Greek letter pi which 
is 16is 16thth in Greek alphabets.in Greek alphabets.
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The word The word –– “Pi” and English “Pi” and English 

Alphabets Alphabets 
PIPI

�� The letter ‘P’ is the The letter ‘P’ is the 1616thth letter or Alphabet of English letter or Alphabet of English 
language.language.

�� The letter ‘I’ is the The letter ‘I’ is the 99thth letter or Alphabet of English letter or Alphabet of English 
language.language.
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�� If we write ‘Pi’ mathematically in the sequence of English If we write ‘Pi’ mathematically in the sequence of English 

Alphabets, we may write asAlphabets, we may write as::

Pi = P + I = 16 + 9Pi = P + I = 16 + 9

16 + 9 = 25= 19 + 616 + 9 = 25= 19 + 6
16 is the Number in Ali Pi after 3 as 3.16…………16 is the Number in Ali Pi after 3 as 3.16…………

�� 19 + 6 = 25 is the sum of 16 + 9 = P + I = 25, where 19 + 6 = 25 is the sum of 16 + 9 = P + I = 25, where 1919 is is 
the ‘Perfect Circumference’ and the ‘Perfect Circumference’ and 6 6 is the ‘Perfect Diameter’ is the ‘Perfect Diameter’ 
of a Perfect Circle or a Perfect Sphere.of a Perfect Circle or a Perfect Sphere.
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English Letter Numeric Values English Letter Numeric Values –– Chaldean MethodChaldean Method

�� The letter ‘P’ has a numeric value of 16. The letter ‘P’ has a numeric value of 16. 

P = 16 ………… 1 + 6 = 7P = 16 ………… 1 + 6 = 7

�� The letter ‘I’ has a numeric value of The letter ‘I’ has a numeric value of 9 9 in English Letter in English Letter 
Numeric values.Numeric values.

I = 9 I = 9 AA--II JJ--RR SS--ZZ

A =1A =1 J = 1J = 1 S = 1S = 1
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B = 2B = 2 K = 2K = 2 T = 2T = 2

C = 3C = 3 L = 3L = 3 U = 3U = 3

D = 4D = 4 M = 4M = 4 V = 4V = 4

E = 5E = 5 N = 5N = 5 W = 5W = 5

F = 6F = 6 O = 6O = 6 X = 6X = 6

G = 7G = 7 P = 7 P = 7 Y = 7Y = 7

H = 8H = 8 Q = 8Q = 8 Z = 8Z = 8

I = 9I = 9 R = 9R = 9



Ali Ali “God made the integers, all “God made the integers, all 

God and IntegersGod and Integers
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the rest is the work of man.”the rest is the work of man.”

Leopold Kronecker in Bell, Men of Mathematics, p. xv.Leopold Kronecker in Bell, Men of Mathematics, p. xv.
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Symbolic Way to look at Numbers Symbolic Way to look at Numbers 

6 and 196 and 19
�� The English Alphabet or letter The English Alphabet or letter –– F has a numeric value of 6 F has a numeric value of 6 
or the letter ‘F’ is 6th in sequence from the start of or the letter ‘F’ is 6th in sequence from the start of 
Alphabets.Alphabets.

�� English Alphabet English Alphabet –– F … 6F … 6thth in order from the in order from the 
start.start.
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�� The English Alphabet or letter The English Alphabet or letter –– S has a numeric value of S has a numeric value of 
19 or the letter 19 or the letter ‘S’ is 19‘S’ is 19thth in sequence from the start of in sequence from the start of 
Alphabets.Alphabets.

�� English Alphabet English Alphabet –– S…………………19S…………………19thth in in 
order from the startorder from the start

�� We know that We know that 619 is the 114619 is the 114thth PrimePrime
Number.Number.
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Symbolic Way to look at Numbers Symbolic Way to look at Numbers 

6 and 19 (Cont..)6 and 19 (Cont..)

�� 619 may be written as 6 619 may be written as 6 –– 19 or F19 or F-- SS

�� F F –– S represents the numbers S represents the numbers –– 6 and 19.6 and 19.

�� F F ------------------------------FindFind………………………………………………Number Number -- 66
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�� F F ------------------------------FindFind………………………………………………Number Number -- 66

�� S S ------------------------------SecretSecret………………….………………….Number Number -- 1919

�� F and S stands for ‘Find Secret’ of Universe, F and S stands for ‘Find Secret’ of Universe, 
life, time, space, sciences and mathematics.life, time, space, sciences and mathematics.

6 6 –– 19 ……………………..Find Secret19 ……………………..Find Secret
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Perfect Role of Six Perfect Role of Six –– 6 in Religions and 6 in Religions and 
Cultures Cultures 

The number 6 represents Thoth, the god of wisdom and learning
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The number 6 represents Thoth, the god of wisdom and learning

The number 6 is a picture of the head of an ibis
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Perfect Role of Six Perfect Role of Six –– 6 in Religions and 6 in Religions and 

CulturesCultures

'These works are recorded to have 'These works are recorded to have 
been completed in been completed in six dayssix days....because ....because 
six is a perfect numbersix is a perfect number.....because the .....because the 
perfection of the works was signified perfection of the works was signified 
by the by the number sixnumber six. For the . For the number sixnumber six
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is the first to be made up of its own is the first to be made up of its own 
parts, i.e., of its sixth, third and half, parts, i.e., of its sixth, third and half, 
which are respectively one, two and which are respectively one, two and 
three, and which make a three, and which make a total of sixtotal of six.'.'

((St. Augustine)St. Augustine)
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Judaism Judaism –– Torah and NumbersTorah and Numbers

Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman writes about the Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman writes about the 
encoding of Torah as:encoding of Torah as:

“Everything that was transmitted to Moses “Everything that was transmitted to Moses 
our teacher through the our teacher through the fortyforty--nine gates nine gates 
of understandingof understanding was written in the Torah was written in the Torah 
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explicitly or by implication in words, in the explicitly or by implication in words, in the 
numerical value of the letters or in the form numerical value of the letters or in the form 
of the letters, that is, whether written of the letters, that is, whether written 
normally or with some change in form, such normally or with some change in form, such 
as bent or crooked letters, and other as bent or crooked letters, and other 
deviations……”deviations……”

(Ramban 1971, Vol.1, p. 10)(Ramban 1971, Vol.1, p. 10)

7 x 7 = 49 7 x 7 = 49 ---- 4 + 9 = 4 + 9 = 13.…613.…6thth Prime NumberPrime Number
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19 can be Partitioned in 490 19 can be Partitioned in 490 

waysways

Moses left – 49 gates of Wisdom
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Moses left – 49 gates of Wisdom

49 x 10 = 490

541= 5 + 4+ 1 = 10 

541 - Israel
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 4904 x 4 Magic Square of 490

118118 128128 129129 115115

123123 121121 120120 126126

119119 125125 124124 122122
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130130 116116 117117 127127

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 490
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10 and Israel10 and Israel
�� The value of The value of IsraelIsrael, , The The 

CommandmentsCommandments, and , and Stone Stone 
TabletsTablets. Simply one of the most . Simply one of the most 
astounding discoveries! How is it astounding discoveries! How is it 
that the Israel chose this, that the Israel chose this, the the 
Tenth Star of DavidTenth Star of David, as its , as its 
national symbol? Is it conceivable national symbol? Is it conceivable 
that this is a "mere coincidence? that this is a "mere coincidence? 

�� The root number of 541 is One The root number of 541 is One –– 1.1.
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�� 541  = (5 + 4) + 1 541  = (5 + 4) + 1 
= 9 + 1 = 9 + 1 
= 10 = 1 + 0 = 1= 10 = 1 + 0 = 1

541 = 1……………….Israel541 = 1……………….Israel

�� 19 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 119 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1 [Source: http://www.BibleWheel.com]
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541 and 145541 and 145

541 and 145541 and 145

541…541…100100thth Prime NumberPrime Number

541 is the reversal of 541 is the reversal of 145145
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145…145…7373rdrd Odd NumberOdd Number

145…145…7373 Even No. below 145Even No. below 145

14… 6 + 8 = 14 = 1 + 4 = 514… 6 + 8 = 14 = 1 + 4 = 5

14 + 5 = 1914 + 5 = 19
[Source: http://www.BibleWheel.com]



Ali Ali “Mathematics is the language “Mathematics is the language 
with which God created the with which God created the 

Mathematics and GodMathematics and God
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with which God created the with which God created the 
universe.”universe.”

Galileo Galileo 



Ali Ali 

Judaism and 19Judaism and 19

�� The following quotation is also taken from The following quotation is also taken from 'Studies in Jewish 'Studies in Jewish 
Mysticism',Mysticism', (Association for Jewish Studies, Cambridge, Mass., (Association for Jewish Studies, Cambridge, Mass., 
Joseph Dan and Frank Talmage, eds., Page 88, 1982). The Joseph Dan and Frank Talmage, eds., Page 88, 1982). The 
quotation refers to the work of quotation refers to the work of Rabbi Judah the PiousRabbi Judah the Pious (12th (12th 
Century AD):Century AD):

�� "The people (Jews) in France made it a custom to add (in "The people (Jews) in France made it a custom to add (in 
the morning prayer) the words: " the morning prayer) the words: " Ashrei temimei derekhAshrei temimei derekh [ [ 
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blessed are those who walk the righteous way ]," and our blessed are those who walk the righteous way ]," and our 
Rabbi, the Pious, of blessed memory, wrote that they were Rabbi, the Pious, of blessed memory, wrote that they were 
completely and utterly wrong. It is all gross falsehood, completely and utterly wrong. It is all gross falsehood, 
because there are because there are only nineteen timesonly nineteen times that the Holy that the Holy 
Name is mentioned [ in that portion of the morning prayer Name is mentioned [ in that portion of the morning prayer 
]..... and similarly you find the word ' Elohim ]..... and similarly you find the word ' Elohim 19 times19 times in in 
the pericope of Vethe pericope of Ve--'elleh shemot ...............Similarly, you 'elleh shemot ...............Similarly, you 
find that Israel were called "sons" find that Israel were called "sons" 19 times19 times, and there are , and there are 
many other examples. All these many other examples. All these sets of 19sets of 19 are intricately are intricately 
intertwined, and they contain many secrets and esoteric intertwined, and they contain many secrets and esoteric 
meanings, which are contained in more than eight large meanings, which are contained in more than eight large 
volumes. volumes. 
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Judaism and 19 ( Cont...)Judaism and 19 ( Cont...)

�� Therefore, anyone who has the fear of God in him will not Therefore, anyone who has the fear of God in him will not 
listen to the words of the Frenchmen who add the verse, listen to the words of the Frenchmen who add the verse, 
'Ashrei temimei derekh','Ashrei temimei derekh', and blessed are the righteous who and blessed are the righteous who 
walk in the paths of God's Torah, for according to their walk in the paths of God's Torah, for according to their 
additions the Holy Name is mentioned twenty times.... and additions the Holy Name is mentioned twenty times.... and 
this is a great mistake.this is a great mistake.

�� Furthermore, in this section there are Furthermore, in this section there are 152 words (19 x 8 =152)152 words (19 x 8 =152)
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�� Furthermore, in this section there are Furthermore, in this section there are 152 words (19 x 8 =152)152 words (19 x 8 =152)

but if you add, 'Ashrei temimei derekh', there would be 152 but if you add, 'Ashrei temimei derekh', there would be 152 
words. This is nonsense, for it is a great and hidden secret why words. This is nonsense, for it is a great and hidden secret why 
there should be there should be 152 words152 words..... but it cannot be explained in a ..... but it cannot be explained in a 
short treatise......In order to understand this religious short treatise......In order to understand this religious 
phenomenon, we have to take the basic contention of this treatise phenomenon, we have to take the basic contention of this treatise 
exactly as it is stated: every addition or omission of a word, or exactly as it is stated: every addition or omission of a word, or 
even of a single letter, from the sacred text of the prayers even of a single letter, from the sacred text of the prayers 
destroys the religious meaning of the prayer as a whole and is to destroys the religious meaning of the prayer as a whole and is to 
be regarded as a grave sin, a sin which could result in external be regarded as a grave sin, a sin which could result in external 
exile for those who commit it......”exile for those who commit it......”

(Studies in Jewish Mysticism , pp. 88(Studies in Jewish Mysticism , pp. 88--89)89)
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Jews Calendar and Cycle of 19Jews Calendar and Cycle of 19

�� The number of years in each cycle of inter The number of years in each cycle of inter 
calculated Hebrew calendar in which calculated Hebrew calendar in which 7 7 of of 
the the 19 years19 years are leap years. are leap years. 

�� In Hebrew or Jewish calendar, Leap years In Hebrew or Jewish calendar, Leap years 
follow a follow a 19 year19 year schedule in which years 3, schedule in which years 3, 
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follow a follow a 19 year19 year schedule in which years 3, schedule in which years 3, 
6, 8, 11, 14, 17 and 6, 8, 11, 14, 17 and 19 are leap years19 are leap years. The . The 
Hebrew year 5758 (which starts in the Hebrew year 5758 (which starts in the 
Gregorian year 1997) is the first year of a Gregorian year 1997) is the first year of a 
cycle. cycle. 

�� 19 years19 years is the same as is the same as 235 lunations235 lunations in in 
Hebrew calendar calculations. The Hebrew Hebrew calendar calculations. The Hebrew 
calendar is computed by lunationscalendar is computed by lunations
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216 and Judaism216 and Judaism

6 x 6 x 6 = 2166 x 6 x 6 = 216
216 = Area = Volume of a Cube with all sides = 6216 = Area = Volume of a Cube with all sides = 6
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The Torah The Torah -- Jewish ScriptureJewish Scripture

The Star of David and a Menorah are in the background, The Star of David and a Menorah are in the background, 
which are the two important symbols of Judaism.which are the two important symbols of Judaism.
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216 and Judaism (Continued..)216 and Judaism (Continued..)
�� The The 216216-- letter name of Godletter name of God is widely known and called the is widely known and called the 

‘‘Shemhamphorasch’Shemhamphorasch’ or the Divided Name. It came from or the Divided Name. It came from 
Exodus Exodus –– 14:1914:19--21.21.

�� Each of these Each of these 3 verses3 verses is composed of is composed of 72 letters72 letters in the original in the original 
Hebrew. If one writes the 3 verses one above the other, the first Hebrew. If one writes the 3 verses one above the other, the first 
from right to left, the second from left to right, and the third from from right to left, the second from left to right, and the third from 
right to left, one gets 72 columns of 3 right to left, one gets 72 columns of 3 –– letter names of God. The letter names of God. The 
72 names are divided into 4 columns of 18 names each. Each of 72 names are divided into 4 columns of 18 names each. Each of 
the four columns represent one of the 4 letters of the the four columns represent one of the 4 letters of the 
‘Tetragrammaton’.‘Tetragrammaton’.
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72 x 3 = 216…………….. and 72 = 18 x 4 72 x 3 = 216…………….. and 72 = 18 x 4 
24 x 6 = 216       24 x 6 = 216       

6 x 6 x 6 = 2166 x 6 x 6 = 216

�� The actual name of God, according to Jewish traditions, is the The actual name of God, according to Jewish traditions, is the 
‘‘Tetragrammaton’Tetragrammaton’ or (YHWH oror (YHWH or YHVH)YHVH) comprised of 4 comprised of 4 
letters.letters. This is the name that was intoned in the temple during This is the name that was intoned in the temple during 
Yom Kippur.Yom Kippur.
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Spiritual Circumference and Diameter Spiritual Circumference and Diameter 

associated with the names of Godassociated with the names of God

““KabbalaKabbala was a species of symbolic writing among the was a species of symbolic writing among the 
initiated, setting forth the secret teachings of the Bible; initiated, setting forth the secret teachings of the Bible; 
and the key of Kabbala is thought to be the and the key of Kabbala is thought to be the geometrical geometrical 
relation of the area of the circle inscribed in the square, relation of the area of the circle inscribed in the square, 
or of the cube to the sphere, giving rise to the relation of or of the cube to the sphere, giving rise to the relation of 
diameter to circumference of a circle,diameter to circumference of a circle, with the numerical with the numerical 
value of this relation expressed in integrals. The relation value of this relation expressed in integrals. The relation 
of diameter to circumference being a supreme one of diameter to circumference being a supreme one 
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connected with the Godconnected with the God--names:names:

Elo[Elo[--]him]him and and JehovahJehovah –– which terms are expressions which terms are expressions 
numerically of these relations, respectively numerically of these relations, respectively –– the first the first 
being of being of circumferencecircumference, the latter of , the latter of diameterdiameter, especially , especially 
all other subordinates under it.all other subordinates under it.

(From (From The source of MeasuresThe source of Measures, by J. Ralston Skinner (1894), , by J. Ralston Skinner (1894), 
Wizard’s Bookshelf (1972): Wizard’s Bookshelf (1972): Quadrature of the CircleQuadrature of the Circle, by John A. , by John A. 
Parker, as presented in J. Ralston Skinner, Source of Measures, Parker, as presented in J. Ralston Skinner, Source of Measures, 

p.12.)p.12.)
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Bible and Number Bible and Number –– 66

It is written in It is written in Exodus 20.19fExodus 20.19f as:as:

““SixSix days days shaltshalt thou labor, and do all thou labor, and do all 
thy work….For in thy work….For in SixSix days days the LORDthe LORD
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made heaven and earth, the sea, and made heaven and earth, the sea, and 
all that in them is, and rested the all that in them is, and rested the 
seventh dayseventh day: wherefore the LORD : wherefore the LORD 
blessed the Sabbath day, and blessed the Sabbath day, and 
hallowed it.”hallowed it.”
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19 and Bible19 and Bible
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19 19 is the smallest prime is the smallest prime 
mentioned 6 times in the mentioned 6 times in the 

Bible.Bible.
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19 and Bible Wheel19 and Bible Wheel

Richard Amiel McGough wrote a book, Richard Amiel McGough wrote a book, “The Bible Wheel”“The Bible Wheel”
on the numerical structure of Bible. He is considered as one on the numerical structure of Bible. He is considered as one 
of the most respected and reputed Christian scholar and of the most respected and reputed Christian scholar and 
philosopher of our times.philosopher of our times.

He described the He described the importance of Number importance of Number --19 in Bible19 in Bible as:as:
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“The “The number number –– 1919 is considered as a ‘is considered as a ‘Physical Physical 
Manifestation’Manifestation’ in Bible. The two important verses in in Bible. The two important verses in 
relation with relation with 1919 are:are:

“And Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because she “And Adam called his wife’s name Eve; because she 
was the mother of all living.”was the mother of all living.”

(Genesis 3.20)(Genesis 3.20)
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19 and Bible Wheel (Cont..)19 and Bible Wheel (Cont..)

“Heaven and earth shall pass away: “Heaven and earth shall pass away: 
but my words shall not pass away.”but my words shall not pass away.”

(Mark 13.31)(Mark 13.31)

The The Number 19Number 19 is the basis of the is the basis of the Grace Grace 
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The The Number 19Number 19 is the basis of the is the basis of the Grace Grace 
Manifest HolographManifest Holograph. It is related to the ideas of . It is related to the ideas of 
Physical Manifestation and the Flesh .Physical Manifestation and the Flesh .1919 plays a plays a 
major and central role in the course of World major and central role in the course of World 
History with the rise of Materialism in the History with the rise of Materialism in the 1919thth

Century.Century.
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Major Identities in Bible based on Major Identities in Bible based on 

NumberNumber--1919
The primary identities based on the Number 19The primary identities based on the Number 19

1.1. Hebrew Letter Hebrew Letter –– Quph = 19 Quph = 19 -- ‘Quph’ is the ‘Quph’ is the 
Nineteenth letter in Hebrew.Nineteenth letter in Hebrew.

2.2. The Earth (Mark 13.31) = 19 = Hay The Earth (Mark 13.31) = 19 = Hay 
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Gai(Hebrew)Gai(Hebrew)

3.3. Behold (Jn 1.29) = 19 = Idei(Hebrew)Behold (Jn 1.29) = 19 = Idei(Hebrew)

4.4. Praise = 19Praise = 19

5.5. Trust = 19 = Betach(Hebrew)Trust = 19 = Betach(Hebrew)
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Major Identities in Bible based on Major Identities in Bible based on 

NumberNumber--1919

6.6. The Heart(Ord.) = 19 = HeLav(Hebrew)The Heart(Ord.) = 19 = HeLav(Hebrew)

7.7. Flame(Ord.) = 19 = Lahev(Hebrew)Flame(Ord.) = 19 = Lahev(Hebrew)
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8.8. Eve(Gen 3.20) = 19 = Chaveh(Hebrew)Eve(Gen 3.20) = 19 = Chaveh(Hebrew)

9.9. Her Hand = 19 = Yadah(Hebrew)Her Hand = 19 = Yadah(Hebrew)

10.10. He shall come(Ps 24.)=19= Yibo(Hebrew)He shall come(Ps 24.)=19= Yibo(Hebrew)
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37 and Hexagon/Star pair in Creation 37 and Hexagon/Star pair in Creation 
Holograph in BibleHolograph in Bible

The Number 37 is the Hexagon in the Hexagon/Star The Number 37 is the Hexagon in the Hexagon/Star 
pair 19/37 which appears in the heart of Genesis 1.1 pair 19/37 which appears in the heart of Genesis 1.1 
-- the Creation Holograph:the Creation Holograph:
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The Number 37 is the basis of the The Number 37 is the basis of the Grace Manifest Grace Manifest 
HolographHolograph. It is related to the ideas of Physical . It is related to the ideas of Physical 
Manifestation and the Flesh.Manifestation and the Flesh.
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Number 114 and BibleNumber 114 and Bible

The The Number 114Number 114 is represented by the is represented by the six(6)six(6)
fold heartfold heart of the sevenfold of the sevenfold Logos StarLogos Star
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Number 114 and Number 114 and 

Bible (Cont..)Bible (Cont..)
�� The holograph consists of The holograph consists of eight eight 

nested word clusters that each nested word clusters that each 
sum to a multiple of the sum to a multiple of the 
Number 19Number 19, as does the verse , as does the verse 
index. All the words enclosed in index. All the words enclosed in 
each shaded box are each shaded box are multiples multiples 
of the of the primeprime Number 19Number 19
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�� The verse is called the The verse is called the 
Grace Manifest HolographGrace Manifest Holograph
for a number of interfor a number of inter--
related reasons. First of all, related reasons. First of all, 
it is the theme of the plain it is the theme of the plain 
text which speaks of the text which speaks of the 
manifestation of the Word manifestation of the Word 
in the flesh, in the flesh, full of gracefull of grace
and truthand truth

[Source: The Bible Wheel

by Richard Amiel McGough]
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HrovistaHrovista of of GondersheimGondersheim says:says:

“This discussion would be unprofitable if it “This discussion would be unprofitable if it 
did not lead us to appreciate the wisdom of did not lead us to appreciate the wisdom of 
the our Creator, and the wondrous the our Creator, and the wondrous 

19 is the Key Spiritual and Divine 19 is the Key Spiritual and Divine 
Mathematical number in all the Abrahamic Mathematical number in all the Abrahamic 

religionsreligions
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the our Creator, and the wondrous the our Creator, and the wondrous 
knowledge of the Author of the world, Who knowledge of the Author of the world, Who 
in the beginning created the world out of in the beginning created the world out of 
nothing and set everything in number, nothing and set everything in number, 
measure and weight, and then in time and measure and weight, and then in time and 
age of man formulated a science which age of man formulated a science which 
reveals fresh wonders the more we study reveals fresh wonders the more we study 
it.”it.”
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19 19 –– Spiritual Mathematical Number and Spiritual Mathematical Number and 

God’s Signature on UniverseGod’s Signature on Universe

�� Number (19)Number (19) is the numerical or gematrical value of the word 'is the numerical or gematrical value of the word 'ONE'ONE'
in all the scriptural languages, Aramaic, Hebrew and Arabic. The in all the scriptural languages, Aramaic, Hebrew and Arabic. The 

number 19number 19 therefore proclaims the First commandment in all the therefore proclaims the First commandment in all the 

scriptures: scriptures: that there is only that there is only ONE GOD.ONE GOD.

19 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1
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�� Deuteronomy 6:4Deuteronomy 6:4--5, " Hear O Israel the Lord our God is 5, " Hear O Israel the Lord our God is one Lordone Lord
and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with and thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with 
all thy soul, and with all thy might."all thy soul, and with all thy might."

�� Mark 12:29, " And Jesus answered him, The first of all the Mark 12:29, " And Jesus answered him, The first of all the 
commandments is, Hear, O Israel; commandments is, Hear, O Israel; The Lord our God is one Lord:"The Lord our God is one Lord:"

�� Quran 2:163,Quran 2:163, " And " And your God is one Godyour God is one God: there is no god but He, : there is no god but He, 
most Gracious, most Merciful."most Gracious, most Merciful."

19 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1
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Perfect Pair of O and 1Perfect Pair of O and 1

God has created everything in this God has created everything in this ‘‘Perfect Expanding Perfect Expanding 
Spherical Universe’ in Pairs.Spherical Universe’ in Pairs. So So ‘O’ and ‘1’‘O’ and ‘1’ are the pairs of a are the pairs of a 
‘Circle’ as the ‘Circumference’ and ‘Diameter’ of a Circle ‘Circle’ as the ‘Circumference’ and ‘Diameter’ of a Circle 
respectively.respectively.

O O –– CircumferenceCircumference
-- Diameter Diameter 
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-- Diameter Diameter 

"Glory be to Him (God) Who "Glory be to Him (God) Who created all the created all the 
pairspairs of that which the earth growth and of of that which the earth growth and of 
themselves and of that which they know themselves and of that which they know 
not!"not!"

QuranQuran-- (Chapter(Chapter--36, Verse36, Verse--36) 36) ––
Last Holy Book of IslamLast Holy Book of Islam
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“There“There areare tenten partsparts ofof
KnowledgeKnowledge.. NineNine partsparts belongbelong toto

Knowledge and MathematicsKnowledge and Mathematics
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thethe knowledgeknowledge ofof mathematicsmathematics
andand oneone partpart isis thethe otherother
knowledgeknowledge..""

Muhammad Muhammad -- Last Prophet of IslamLast Prophet of Islam
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Canadian council on the study of Religion and Canadian council on the study of Religion and 

authenticity of Quran as a Divine scriptureauthenticity of Quran as a Divine scripture

19 as the God’s signature on the Universe19 as the God’s signature on the Universe
�� Dr. Rashad Khalifa, a bioDr. Rashad Khalifa, a bio--chemist from the USA decoded the chemist from the USA decoded the 

significance of 19significance of 19 in Quran. The momentous discovery that in Quran. The momentous discovery that 1919
is the is the Quran's common denominatorQuran's common denominator became a reality in January became a reality in January 
1974.1974.

�� In 1983In 1983, Canadian Council on the Study of Religion reported in , Canadian Council on the Study of Religion reported in 
its its Quarterly Review of April 1983Quarterly Review of April 1983 that the code of Khalifa that the code of Khalifa 
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its its Quarterly Review of April 1983Quarterly Review of April 1983 that the code of Khalifa that the code of Khalifa 
discovered is discovered is ““an authenticating proof of the divine origin of an authenticating proof of the divine origin of 
the Quran.“the Quran.“

Rashad KhalifaRashad Khalifa writes:writes:

“The “The discovery of mathematically coded scripturediscovery of mathematically coded scripture assures assures 
us that the verses, words, letters and all parameters of the us that the verses, words, letters and all parameters of the 
original scripture were written down in accordance with an original scripture were written down in accordance with an 
intricate pattern that is clearly superhuman. Like an intricate pattern that is clearly superhuman. Like an 
ancient time capsule, the code remained hidden until our ancient time capsule, the code remained hidden until our 
knowledge grew sophisticated enough to decode its knowledge grew sophisticated enough to decode its 
intricacies. This code was deciphered by computersintricacies. This code was deciphered by computers..
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Quran and 19 Quran and 19 –– A mathematically A mathematically 
encoded literatureencoded literature

The Quran, which was revealed in The Quran, which was revealed in 
A.D. 610A.D. 610--632632, is the only scripture , is the only scripture 
that is known to still exist in its that is known to still exist in its 
original language and form. It is original language and form. It is 
also the only book known to be also the only book known to be 
mathematically codedmathematically coded throughout. throughout. 
All the parameters of the Quran All the parameters of the Quran --
the numbers and sequence of the numbers and sequence of 
chapters, the number of verses, chapters, the number of verses, 
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chapters, the number of verses, chapters, the number of verses, 
the number assigned to each the number assigned to each 
verse, the number of words, the verse, the number of words, the 
number of certain specified number of certain specified 
letters, the number of words from letters, the number of words from 
the same root, the number and the same root, the number and 
variety of divine names, the variety of divine names, the 
absence of one or more letters absence of one or more letters 
from a word, verse or chapter, the from a word, verse or chapter, the 
unique and often strange spellings unique and often strange spellings 
of certain crucial words and many of certain crucial words and many 
other elements are all other elements are all 
authenticated by its authenticated by its 

mathematical code mathematical code -- 1919

Quran –The Last Holy Book of 
Islam revealed on Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
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28 28 -- Abjad Numerals of Arabic Abjad Numerals of Arabic 

LettersLetters
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28 28 -- Abjad NumeralsAbjad Numerals of Arabicof Arabic

�� The The 'Abjad Numerals''Abjad Numerals' are a decimal numeral system are a decimal numeral system 
which was used in the Arabicwhich was used in the Arabic--speaking world prior to speaking world prior to 
the use of the Hinduthe use of the Hindu--Arabic numerals from the 8th Arabic numerals from the 8th 
century, and in parallel with the latter until Modern century, and in parallel with the latter until Modern 
times. In the Abjad system, the times. In the Abjad system, the 28 letters28 letters of the Arabic of the Arabic 
alphabet are assigned numerical values, based on the alphabet are assigned numerical values, based on the 
'Abjadi order''Abjadi order'..

For example, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet, For example, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet, 'Alif''Alif'
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�� For example, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet, For example, the first letter of the Arabic alphabet, 'Alif''Alif'

is used to represent 1, the second letter, is used to represent 1, the second letter, 'Ba''Ba' is used to is used to 
represent 2, etc. Individual letters also represented 10's represent 2, etc. Individual letters also represented 10's 
and 100's, for instance, the Arabic letters, 'Ya' for 10 , and 100's, for instance, the Arabic letters, 'Ya' for 10 , 
'Kaf' for 20 and 'Qaf' for 100, etc.'Kaf' for 20 and 'Qaf' for 100, etc.

�� The word The word 'abjad''abjad' itself derives from the beginning of the itself derives from the beginning of the 
order of the letters in the protoorder of the letters in the proto--Canaanite alphabet, Canaanite alphabet, 
Phoenician, Aramaic alphabet and Hebrew.Phoenician, Aramaic alphabet and Hebrew.

28 28 ------ 22ndnd Perfect Number in Mathematics Perfect Number in Mathematics -------- 14 + 14 = 2814 + 14 = 28
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28 28 -- Abjad NumeralsAbjad Numerals of Arabicof Arabic

The Numeric sum of The Numeric sum of 2828 Abjad Abjad 
Numerals of Arabic letters are:Numerals of Arabic letters are:

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 

+ 20 + 30 + 40 + 50 + 60 + 70 + 80 + 90 + 100+ 20 + 30 + 40 + 50 + 60 + 70 + 80 + 90 + 100
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+ 200 + 300 + 400 + 500 + 600 + 700 + 800 + 200 + 300 + 400 + 500 + 600 + 700 + 800 

+ 900 + 1000 =+ 900 + 1000 = 59599595

595995 = 95 = (5 + 9)(5 + 9) ++ (9 + 5) = (9 + 5) = 2828

2828 Arabic letters have a total numeric sum of Arabic letters have a total numeric sum of 2828
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""Over it is NineteenOver it is Nineteen. We appointed angels to be . We appointed angels to be 
guardians of Hell, and we assigned guardians of Hell, and we assigned THEIR NUMBERTHEIR NUMBER
(i.e. 19)(i.e. 19) to disturb the disbelievers, to convince the to disturb the disbelievers, to convince the 
Christians and Jews (that this is Christians and Jews (that this is a divine scripturea divine scripture), to ), to 
strengthen the faith of the faithful, to remove all strengthen the faith of the faithful, to remove all 
traces of doubt from the hearts of Christians, Jews, as traces of doubt from the hearts of Christians, Jews, as 
well as the believers, and to expose those who harbor well as the believers, and to expose those who harbor 
doubt in their hearts, and the disbelievers; they will doubt in their hearts, and the disbelievers; they will 
say, "What did God mean by this allegory?" God thus say, "What did God mean by this allegory?" God thus 

Holy Quran and 19Holy Quran and 19
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say, "What did God mean by this allegory?" God thus say, "What did God mean by this allegory?" God thus 
sends astray whomever He wills, and guides sends astray whomever He wills, and guides 
whomever He wills, None knows the soldiers of your whomever He wills, None knows the soldiers of your 
Lord except He. Lord except He. This is a reminder for the people.This is a reminder for the people.
Absolutely, (I swear) by the moon. And the night as it Absolutely, (I swear) by the moon. And the night as it 
passes. And the morning as it shines. passes. And the morning as it shines. This is one ofThis is one of the the 
great miracles.great miracles. A warning to the human race.A warning to the human race. For those For those 
among you who wish to advance or regress.“among you who wish to advance or regress.“

Holy Quran (Chapter Holy Quran (Chapter –– 74, Verse 74, Verse –– 3030--31)31)
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“And, what do you understand about Saqar(360).” “And, what do you understand about Saqar(360).” 
Holy Quran (Chapter Holy Quran (Chapter –– 74, 74, Verse Verse –– 2727))

"Over it is Nineteen(19).”"Over it is Nineteen(19).”
Holy Quran (Chapter Holy Quran (Chapter –– 74, 74, Verse Verse –– 3030))

‘Saqar’‘Saqar’ is an Arabic word, comprising of 3 is an Arabic word, comprising of 3 –– Arabic letters:Arabic letters:

1. 1. SeenSeen –– the numeric or gematric value of the numeric or gematric value of ‘Seen’ ‘Seen’ = 60= 60
2. 2. QafQaf –– the numeric or gematric value of   the numeric or gematric value of   ‘Qaf’‘Qaf’ = 100= 100
3. 3. Ra Ra –– the numeric or gematric value of     the numeric or gematric value of     ‘Ra’      ‘Ra’      = 200= 200

Holy Quran Holy Quran –– 360 and 19360 and 19
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3. 3. Ra Ra –– the numeric or gematric value of     the numeric or gematric value of     ‘Ra’      ‘Ra’      = 200= 200

The total numeric value of Arabic word The total numeric value of Arabic word –– Saqar Saqar –– ‘Seen + Qaf + Ra’‘Seen + Qaf + Ra’

SaqarSaqar = 60 + 100 + 200 = = 60 + 100 + 200 = 360360

360 are the total and perfect degrees in a Perfect Circle or Sphere.360 are the total and perfect degrees in a Perfect Circle or Sphere.

After the introduction of ‘Saqar’, the Holy Quran mentions in the same Sura After the introduction of ‘Saqar’, the Holy Quran mentions in the same Sura –– 74, 74, 
Verse Verse –– 30,30,

“Over (the Saqar), it is nineteen (19).” “Over (the Saqar), it is nineteen (19).” 

Meaning Meaning –– Over (360), it is nineteen (19).Over (360), it is nineteen (19).
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�� The Arabic word The Arabic word –– ‘Saqar’ ‘Saqar’ –– 360 is mentioned in Verse 360 is mentioned in Verse –– 27 27 
of Chapter of Chapter –– 74 of the Holy Quran74 of the Holy Quran..

Now we will see the relationship between Now we will see the relationship between 360 and 27360 and 27

1/1/360360 = 0.00= 0.002727……………………

�� The number The number –– nineteen (19) is mentioned in Verse nineteen (19) is mentioned in Verse –– 30 30 of of 

Holy Quran Holy Quran –– 360 and 19360 and 19
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�� The number The number –– nineteen (19) is mentioned in Verse nineteen (19) is mentioned in Verse –– 30 30 of of 

the same Sura the same Sura –– 74 of the Holy Quran.74 of the Holy Quran.

Now we will see the relationship between Now we will see the relationship between 19 and 30.19 and 30.

30 = 1930 = 19thth Composite number in mathematicsComposite number in mathematics

(4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,18,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,(4,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,18,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,28,3030,………….),………….)

----------------Over (360), it is nineteen (19)Over (360), it is nineteen (19)------------------
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Quran Quran –– 19 and 36019 and 360

�� “Over it is Nineteen “Over it is Nineteen –– 19”19”
Quran (SuraQuran (Sura-- 74 , Verse 74 , Verse -- 30)30)

19
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360

19

19

19

19
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19 Shapes of ARABIC Letters19 Shapes of ARABIC Letters

19 19 -- Shapes of Arabic Letters and AlphabetsShapes of Arabic Letters and Alphabets
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19 and Total Verses In Quran19 and Total Verses In Quran

�� The total number of verses in the Quran is The total number of verses in the Quran is 

6346.6346.
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�� 6234 numbered verses and 112 6234 numbered verses and 112 

unun--numbered verses (Basmalahs) = numbered verses (Basmalahs) = 63466346

6 + 3 + 4 + 6 = 196 + 3 + 4 + 6 = 19
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The first verse (1:1), known as 'Basmalah' consists of The first verse (1:1), known as 'Basmalah' consists of 

19 letters.19 letters.

1st 
letter

8th 
letter

15th 
letter

2nd 
letter

9th 
letter

16th 
letter
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3rd 

letter
10th 
letter

17th 
letter

4th 
letter

11th 
letter

18th 
letter

5th 
letter

12th 
letter

19th 
letter

6th 
letter

13th 
letter

7th 
letter

14th 
letter
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Famous first revelationFamous first revelation
The famous first revelation (96:1The famous first revelation (96:1--5) consists of5) consists of

19 words and 76 letters (19 x 4)19 words and 76 letters (19 x 4)

5th word 5th word 4th word 4th word 3rd word 3rd word 2nd word 2nd word 11stst WordWord
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10th word 10th word 9th word 9th word 8th word 8th word 7th word 7th word 6th word 6th word 

15th word15th word 14th word14th word 13th word 13th word 12th word12th word 11th word 11th word 

1919thth wordword 18th word 18th word word 17th word 17th 
word word 

16th word16th word



Ali Ali 5th word 5th word 4th word 4th word 3rd word 3rd word 2nd word 2nd word 11stst WordWord

The last revelation - Sura (chapter) 110 consists of 

19 words.

The Last Revelation of Quran
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10th word 10th word 9th word 9th word 8th word 8th word 7th word 7th word 6th word 6th word 

15th word15th word 14th word14th word 13th word 13th word 12th word12th word 11th word 11th word 

1919thth wordword 18th word 18th word word 17th word 17th 
word word 

16th word16th word
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Arabic Word Arabic Word –– ‘Wahid’ and 19‘Wahid’ and 19

�� The 'Abjad' numerical value of Arabic word 'AlThe 'Abjad' numerical value of Arabic word 'Al--Wahid' Wahid' 
meaning One and Only Allah (God) is meaning One and Only Allah (God) is 1919.. This word is also This word is also 
used with various other words in the Quran used with various other words in the Quran –– 7 times such 7 times such 
as 'one door', 'one variety of food'. But it is only used as 'one door', 'one variety of food'. But it is only used 19 19 
times together with the name of 'Allah' (God)times together with the name of 'Allah' (God)..

�� The word The word “Wahid”“Wahid” is written with the letters ‘wau + is written with the letters ‘wau + 
alif + he + de’ the total mathematical values of these alif + he + de’ the total mathematical values of these 
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Ali Ali �� The word The word “Wahid”“Wahid” is written with the letters ‘wau + is written with the letters ‘wau + 
alif + he + de’ the total mathematical values of these alif + he + de’ the total mathematical values of these 
letters are letters are (6 + 1 + 8 + 4) 19(6 + 1 + 8 + 4) 19 as we have mentioned as we have mentioned 
above.above.

�� The word The word “Wahid”“Wahid” whose mathematical value is whose mathematical value is 19,19,
is used is used 19 times19 times for God in the Quran. The list of for God in the Quran. The list of 
these verses is given below in the table.these verses is given below in the table.

Wav + Alif + Ha + Da = totalWav + Alif + Ha + Da = total
66 ++ 11 +  8+  8 ++ 44 =19=19
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Sr #Sr # 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 1010

Sura Sura 
and and 

Verse Verse 
number number 

22--163 163 44--
171171

55--
7373

66--1919 1212--3939 1313--1616 1414--4848 1414--5252 1616--2222 1616--5151

Sr #Sr # 1111 1212 1313 1414 1515 1616 1717 1818 1919

Sura Sura 
and and 1818-- 2121-- 2222-- 2929-- 3737--4 4 3838--65 65 3939--4 4 4040--16 16 4141--66

Arabic Word Arabic Word –– ‘Wahid’ and 19 (Cont..)‘Wahid’ and 19 (Cont..)
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and and 

Verse Verse 
numbernumber

1818--
110110

2121--
108 108 

2222--
3434

2929--
4646

3737--4 4 3838--65 65 3939--4 4 4040--16 16 4141--66

The total of the suras (chapters) and verse (sentence) 
numbers of the occasions when the word 'Wahid' appears 

19 times is 361.

361 = 19 x 19
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 194 x 4 Magic Square of 19

44 88 11 66

11 66 44 88

66 11 88 44
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88 44 66 11

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 19
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�� The Arabic letters 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Mim' are the most The Arabic letters 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Mim' are the most 
frequently used letters in Arabic. They appear frequently used letters in Arabic. They appear 
together at the beginning of together at the beginning of Six (6) surasSix (6) suras
(chapters), for example in Suras (chapters), for example in Suras 2, 3, 29, 3, 31,2, 3, 29, 3, 31, and and 
32.32. The number of times these three (3) letters The number of times these three (3) letters 
appear in each of these appear in each of these Six (6) surasSix (6) suras is a multiple of is a multiple of 
19.19.

Quranic Initials Quranic Initials -- 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Alif', 'Lam' and 

'Mim‘ and 19'Mim‘ and 19
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�� In order to understand , let us see the following illustration:In order to understand , let us see the following illustration:

Sura (chapter) NumberSura (chapter) Number Alif, Lam, Mim  Alif, Lam, Mim  

1. Sura 1. Sura -- 22 9899 = 9899 = 1919 x 521x 521

2. Sura 2. Sura -- 33 5662 = 5662 = 1919 x 298x 298

3. Sura 3. Sura -- 2929 1672 = 1672 = 1919 x 88x 88

4. Sura 4. Sura -- 3030 1254 = 1254 = 1919 x 66x 66

5. Sura 5. Sura -- 3131 817   = 817   = 1919 x 43x 43

6. Sura 6. Sura -- 3232 570   = 570   = 19 19 x 30x 30
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�� The total number of times, all these three (3) The total number of times, all these three (3) 

Arabic letters appear in the above Arabic letters appear in the above Six (6)Six (6) suras suras 
(chapters) is (chapters) is 19,87419,874 which is also the multiple of which is also the multiple of 

1919 as shown below.as shown below.

Quranic Initials Quranic Initials -- 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Alif', 'Lam' and 

'Mim‘ and 19'Mim‘ and 19
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Total (Alif, Lam, Mim) in above = 19, 874 Total (Alif, Lam, Mim) in above = 19, 874 

Six (6)Six (6) suras                = suras                = 1919 x 1046x 1046

19874 = 19874 = 1919 x 1046x 1046
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Quranic Initials and 19Quranic Initials and 19
�� The number of verses (sentences) between the first The number of verses (sentences) between the first 

Quranic initial letters (Alif, Lam, MimQuranic initial letters (Alif, Lam, Mim-- Chapter 2Chapter 2-- AlAl--
Baqara) and the final initial letters (NunBaqara) and the final initial letters (Nun-- Chapter Chapter -- 68 68 
--AlAl--Qalam) is 5263Qalam) is 5263

5263 = 19 x 2775263 = 19 x 277

�� The Arabic letters 'Ya' and 'Sin' appears at the beginning of The Arabic letters 'Ya' and 'Sin' appears at the beginning of 
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�� The Arabic letters 'Ya' and 'Sin' appears at the beginning of The Arabic letters 'Ya' and 'Sin' appears at the beginning of 
sura (chapter) 'Ya Sin'. The letter 'Sin' appears 48 times in sura (chapter) 'Ya Sin'. The letter 'Sin' appears 48 times in 
sura 'Ya Sin' and the letter 'Ya' appears 237 times. The total sura 'Ya Sin' and the letter 'Ya' appears 237 times. The total 
of these letters is 285 which is a of these letters is 285 which is a multiple of 19.   multiple of 19.   

285 = 19 x 15 285 = 19 x 15 

�� The sura (chapter) from the beginning to possess The sura (chapter) from the beginning to possess 19 19 
versesverses (sentences) is sura(sentences) is sura 'Al'Al-- Infitar'Infitar'..

19 Verses19 Verses



Ali Ali The total of the initial letters throughout the sura Mary The total of the initial letters throughout the sura Mary 

�� The The SSura “Mary” is the 19ura “Mary” is the 19thth SuraSura and is introduced and is introduced 

with the initial letters with the initial letters “Qaf, He, Ya, Ayn, Sad”.“Qaf, He, Ya, Ayn, Sad”. This This 
sura, whose sura number is important, has the sura, whose sura number is important, has the longest longest 
form of the initial lettersform of the initial letters in one verse. in one verse. 

�� These 5 letters are used 798 (These 5 letters are used 798 (1919 ×× 42) times 42) times 
throughout the sura Mary.throughout the sura Mary.

Sura “Mary” and 19Sura “Mary” and 19
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Qaf HeHe YaYa AynAyn SadSad TotalTotal

137137 175175 343343 117117 2626 798798

(19*42)(19*42)

Additionally, in the Sura 19 if we put the mathematical value of 

“Qaf, He, Ya, Ayn, Sad” next to each other we get 

20 5 10 70 90 = 19 x 10795110
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Quranic Suras without Initials Quranic Suras without Initials 

and 19and 19

There are 38 suras (chapters) There are 38 suras (chapters) -- 1919 x 2 = 38x 2 = 38

without Quranic initial letterswithout Quranic initial letters (like Alif, (like Alif, 
Lam, Mim, Nun, Qaf, etc) Lam, Mim, Nun, Qaf, etc) between the between the 
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first sura which has initial letters and first sura which has initial letters and 
the lastthe last to have them.to have them.

38 = 38 = 1919 x 2x 2
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Sura 96 and 19Sura 96 and 19
�� Sura 96 consists of 304 Arabic letters and 304 equals Sura 96 consists of 304 Arabic letters and 304 equals 

19 x 16.19 x 16.

304 Arabic words = 304 Arabic words = 1919 x 16x 16

Sura (chapter) Sura (chapter) 9696, first in the chronological , first in the chronological 
sequence, consists of sequence, consists of 19 verses19 verses
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�� The Arabic word The Arabic word 'Rehman''Rehman' meaning Allmeaning All--Merciful Merciful 
appears appears 57 times57 times in the Quran.in the Quran.

57 = 57 = 1919 x 3x 3
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Sura 96 Sura 96 –– 19 suras atop from the 19 suras atop from the 

end of Quranend of Quran

�� The first chronological Sura is placed The first chronological Sura is placed 
atop the last atop the last -- 19 suras.19 suras.

�� When we start to count back from the When we start to count back from the 
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�� When we start to count back from the When we start to count back from the 

end of the Quran end of the Quran up to 19up to 19, we come , we come 
across with the sura Alaq (The across with the sura Alaq (The 
Hanging).Hanging).

�� The number of the verses of the sura The number of the verses of the sura 
Alaq(The Hanging) is Alaq(The Hanging) is 19.19.
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Meton Cycle and 19Meton Cycle and 19
�� It takes the earth and the moon It takes the earth and the moon 19 years19 years to to 
meet at the same starting point. This meet at the same starting point. This cycle of 19cycle of 19
years is called the Meton cycle.years is called the Meton cycle.

�� The lunar calendar reThe lunar calendar re--arranged in every arranged in every 19 years19 years, , 
ends up with ends up with 7 leap years7 leap years (355 days) and (355 days) and 12 full12 full
yearsyears (354 days) during this period. (354 days) during this period. 
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�� It is also another surprising characteristic of the It is also another surprising characteristic of the 
miracles that the miracles that the singular year ‘sinet’ is used singular year ‘sinet’ is used 
7 times7 times, whereas the plural year ‘sinin’ is , whereas the plural year ‘sinin’ is 
used used 12 times12 times in the Quran.in the Quran.

�� All the derivatives of the All the derivatives of the word “year” are word “year” are 
used 19used 19 times, an indication of the Meton times, an indication of the Meton 
cycle.cycle.
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Quran and Meton cycle Quran and Meton cycle –– 19 19 

yearsyears
�� The derivatives of the word ‘year’ The derivatives of the word ‘year’ –– ‘sinet or sinin’ ‘sinet or sinin’ 

are mentioned are mentioned 19 times19 times in the Quran, the Last in the Quran, the Last 
Holy Book of Islam.Holy Book of Islam.

�� And all the derivatives of the word ‘year’ are used And all the derivatives of the word ‘year’ are used 1919
times, an indication of the Meton cycle. The earth times, an indication of the Meton cycle. The earth 
lines up with the sun and the moon lines up with the sun and the moon every 19 every 19 
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yearsyears. In the Quran, the words, ‘sun’ and ‘moon’ . In the Quran, the words, ‘sun’ and ‘moon’ 

are often used in the same verses, are often used in the same verses, exactly 19 exactly 19 
timestimes, the same number that makes a ‘Meton , the same number that makes a ‘Meton 
cycle’.cycle’.

The word The word Number of Number of 
occurrencesoccurrences

The word YearThe word Year 1919
In how many years In how many years 
meton cycle occursmeton cycle occurs

1919
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Sun, Moon, Earth and 19Sun, Moon, Earth and 19
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It is also interesting to note that on the 19th time in Quran, 

these two words are used together as the sun, moon and earth are co-

joined every 19 years, we see the following verse: 

“AND THE SUN AND THE MOON ARE CONJOINED”
Quran (Chapter -75 - The Resurrection, 9)
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“The Earth’s orbit is the measure of all things; “The Earth’s orbit is the measure of all things; 
circumscribe around it a dodecahedron and the circumscribe around it a dodecahedron and the 
circle containing this will be Mars; circumscribe circle containing this will be Mars; circumscribe 
around Mars a tetrahedron, and a circle around Mars a tetrahedron, and a circle 
containing this will be Jupiter; circumscribe containing this will be Jupiter; circumscribe 

Earth’s Orbit and CircleEarth’s Orbit and Circle
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Ali Ali containing this will be Jupiter; circumscribe containing this will be Jupiter; circumscribe 
around Jupiter a cube, and the circle around Jupiter a cube, and the circle 
containing this will be Saturn. Now inscribe containing this will be Saturn. Now inscribe 
within the Earth an icosahedron, and the circle within the Earth an icosahedron, and the circle 
contained in it will be Venus; inscribe within contained in it will be Venus; inscribe within 
Venus an octahedron, and the circle contained Venus an octahedron, and the circle contained 
in it will be Mercury. You now have the reason in it will be Mercury. You now have the reason 
for the number of planets.”for the number of planets.”

Johannes KeplerJohannes Kepler
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Year and 19Year and 19
�� The derivatives of the word “year”The derivatives of the word “year”---- ‘sinet, sinin’ are ‘sinet, sinin’ are 

mentioned mentioned 19 times19 times in the Quran. The solar and in the Quran. The solar and 
lunar calendars need correction because of the leap lunar calendars need correction because of the leap 
year.year.

�� When the world revolves around the sun 365 times, When the world revolves around the sun 365 times, 
the moon revolves around the earth and itself 12 the moon revolves around the earth and itself 12 
times. times. 
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times. times. 

�� This constitutes a year. But when the earth This constitutes a year. But when the earth 
completes its revolution and arrives at the starting completes its revolution and arrives at the starting 
point, the moon is behind the schedule. point, the moon is behind the schedule. 

The WordThe Word Number of occurrencesNumber of occurrences

The word YearThe word Year 1919
In how many years a meton In how many years a meton 

cycle occurs? cycle occurs? 
19 19 
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Sun and PlanetsSun and Planets

�� 19 is symbolized as ‘Sun’ in 19 is symbolized as ‘Sun’ in 
Numerology and it has 8 planets.Numerology and it has 8 planets.

Sun Sun --19 and 8 planets19 and 8 planets
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Sun Sun --19 and 8 planets19 and 8 planets
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Day and its derivatives in QuranDay and its derivatives in Quran

The WORDThe WORD Number of Number of 
OCCURRENCEOCCURRENCE

All the derivatives of the word All the derivatives of the word 
“day” “day” 

475 (19 x 25) 475 (19 x 25) 
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How many times the sun does How many times the sun does 
revolve around itself within a revolve around itself within a 

year?year?

25 25 

How many times does the sun How many times does the sun 
revolve around its own axis in a revolve around its own axis in a 

Meton cycle ?Meton cycle ?

475 (19 x 25)475 (19 x 25)
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Quranic Initials Quranic Initials 

Alif, Lam and Ra and 19Alif, Lam and Ra and 19
�� The Quranic initial Arabic letters 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Ra' appear in The Quranic initial Arabic letters 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Ra' appear in 

suras (chapters) suras (chapters) -- 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 -- total of 5 chapters. The total of 5 chapters. The 
total number of times these letters appear in these 5 suras total number of times these letters appear in these 5 suras 
(chapters) is as follows:(chapters) is as follows:

�� Sura (chapter) NumberSura (chapter) Number Alif, Lam, RaAlif, Lam, Ra

�� 1. Sura 1. Sura -- 1010 2489 = 19 x 1312489 = 19 x 131
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�� 1. Sura 1. Sura -- 1010 2489 = 19 x 1312489 = 19 x 131

2. Sura 2. Sura -- 1111 2489 = 19 x 1312489 = 19 x 131
3. Sura 3. Sura -- 1212 2375 = 19 x 1252375 = 19 x 125
4. Sura 4. Sura -- 1414 1197 = 19 x 631197 = 19 x 63
5. Sura 5. Sura -- 1515 912   = 19 x 48912   = 19 x 48

�� The total number of times , all these three (3) Arabic letters, The total number of times , all these three (3) Arabic letters, 'Alif', 'Lam' and 'Alif', 'Lam' and 
'Ra''Ra' appear in the above Five (5) suras (chapters) is 9462 which is the appear in the above Five (5) suras (chapters) is 9462 which is the 
multiple of 19multiple of 19 as shown belowas shown below

�� Total (Alif, Lam, Ra ) in above Five (5) suras = 9462 =  Total (Alif, Lam, Ra ) in above Five (5) suras = 9462 =  19 x 49819 x 498

9462 = 9462 = 1919 x 498x 498
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Numeric Values of Names of GOD Numeric Values of Names of GOD 

and 19and 19

The numerical value of the words “God”, “AlThe numerical value of the words “God”, “Al--
Gracious”, “AlGracious”, “Al--Merciful” which form the names of Merciful” which form the names of 

God in Bismillah is a God in Bismillah is a multiple of 19multiple of 19..
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The numerical Value of GOD’s names which from BISMILLAHThe numerical Value of GOD’s names which from BISMILLAH

ALLAH(GOD)ALLAH(GOD) ALAL--GRACIOUSGRACIOUS AlAl--Merciful Merciful Total Total 

6666 329329 289289 684 (684 (19 19 x 36)x 36)

684 = 19 x 36
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The Quran mentions 30 different numbersThe Quran mentions 30 different numbers

11 77 1919 7070 1,0001,000

22 88 2020 8080 2,0002,000

33 99 3030 9999 3,0003,000

44 1010 4040 100100 5,0005,000

55 1111 5050 200200 50,00050,000

66 1212 6060 300300 100,000100,000
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66 1212 6060 300300 100,000100,000

The total of these numbers (again without taking repetitions    into 
account)  is 162,146.

This is 
19 x 8534 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 12 + 19 +20 +      

30 + 40 + 50 + 60 + 70 + 80 + 99 + 100 + 200 + 300 + 1,000 
+ 2,000 + 3,000 + 5,000 + 50,000 + 100,000 

= 162,146 (19 x 8,534)

162146 = 19 x 8534
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Number Number --30 is the 19th 30 is the 19th 

compositecomposite
�� Composite numberComposite number is a number of whose factors can be is a number of whose factors can be 
separated. The separated. The first 19 compositefirst 19 composite numbers are:numbers are:

4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 

30,30,…………………………………………

�� So So Number Number –– 30 is the 19th composite30 is the 19th composite numbernumber in mathematicsin mathematics
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�� So So Number Number –– 30 is the 19th composite30 is the 19th composite numbernumber in mathematicsin mathematics

�� Quran has Quran has 30 paras.30 paras.

“Over it is Nineteen”“Over it is Nineteen” (74:(74:3030))

�� Number Number –– 1919 is mentioned in the is mentioned in the 3030thth VerseVerse of Sura of Sura –– 74.74.
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8 Fractions in Quran and 198 Fractions in Quran and 19

�� In addition to the thirty numbers in Quran, In addition to the thirty numbers in Quran, 
it also refers to it also refers to eighteight fractions:fractions:

1/10, 1/8, 1/6, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 1/10, 1/8, 1/6, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 
2/32/3
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2/32/3

�� Thus Quran contains a Thus Quran contains a total of 30 numbers total of 30 numbers 
+ 8+ 8 fractional numbersfractional numbers

3838 numbers = numbers = 1919 x 2 x 2 
�� 19 is the 819 is the 8thth Prime NumberPrime Number
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1/101/10thth –– 3838thth Number in QuranNumber in Quran

�� The Holy Quran has used The Holy Quran has used 38 38 different different 
numbers. numbers. 30 Numbers30 Numbers are are whole numberswhole numbers

and and 8 are fractions8 are fractions. . 1/101/10thth is the least is the least 
number used in Quran as a fraction.number used in Quran as a fraction.
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1/10 = 1/10 = 3838thth Number used in QuranNumber used in Quran

= 19 x 2 = 19 x 2 

= 38= 38

= = The Least Number used in QuranThe Least Number used in Quran
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Miracle and Mystery of Miracle and Mystery of -- 1976 1976 
Arabic words of Holy QuranArabic words of Holy Quran

It is mentioned in one of the famousIt is mentioned in one of the famous

sayings of sayings of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)

that that Wahid (19)Wahid (19) Almighty AllahAlmighty Allah has sent ahas sent a

total of 104 total of 104 Divine booklets, pages,Divine booklets, pages,

Scriptures including the Scriptures including the 4 4 major Divinemajor Divine
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Holy Books on His Holy Books on His 124,000 prophets.124,000 prophets.

104104 (Total Divine scriptures) x (Total Divine scriptures) x 1919 (From Wahid Allah)= (From Wahid Allah)= 

1976 1976 (Arabic words in the Holy Quran)(Arabic words in the Holy Quran)

The Holy Quran (1976)The Holy Quran (1976) –– Final Scripture of all Final Scripture of all 104104 Holy Holy 
pages, books, Scriptures from pages, books, Scriptures from 
Wahid(Wahid(1919) Allah) Allah
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3 x 3 Magic Square of 1043 x 3 Magic Square of 104

3434 3939 3131

3232 3535 3737

3838 3030 3636
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3838 3030 3636

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 104
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99 names of ALLAH and 1999 names of ALLAH and 19

The ‘The ‘AbjadAbjad’ or Numeric value or ’ or Numeric value or 
gematrical value of gematrical value of 99 names99 names of of 
Allah = 34, 200.Allah = 34, 200.
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34200 = 34200 = 19 19 x 1800x 1800
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1 = 191 = 19

1……represents the Perfect Divine 1……represents the Perfect Divine 
Unity of One and Only Almighty God Unity of One and Only Almighty God 

6…….…Perfect Mathematical and 6…….…Perfect Mathematical and 
Universal Number represented either Universal Number represented either 
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by 1 or 19.by 1 or 19.

19 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 119 = 1 + 9 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1

19 = 119 = 1
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Sura 50 and QAFSura 50 and QAF

The sura (chapter) 50The sura (chapter) 50thth which begins which begins 
with the letter 'Qaf' contains a total with the letter 'Qaf' contains a total 
of of 57 letters57 letters -- 'Qaf‘.'Qaf‘.
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The number of The number of -- Qaf’s used Qaf’s used 

in the sura 50in the sura 50

57 = 57 = 1919 x 3x 3
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Sura 42 and QAFSura 42 and QAF

The Sura (chapter) 42nd contains The Sura (chapter) 42nd contains 
57 letters of 'Qaf‘.57 letters of 'Qaf‘.
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The number of Qaf’s used in the sura

57 = (19 x 3)
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 574 x 4 Magic Square of 57

99 2020 2222 66

1515 1313 1111 1818

1010 1717 1616 1414
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2323 77 88 1919

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 57
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“There is no science that teaches the “There is no science that teaches the 
harmonies of nature more clearly than harmonies of nature more clearly than 
mathematics, and the magic squares mathematics, and the magic squares 
are like a mirror which reflects the are like a mirror which reflects the 
symmetry of the divine norm immanent symmetry of the divine norm immanent 

Magic Squares and MathematicsMagic Squares and Mathematics
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in all things, in the immeasurable in all things, in the immeasurable 
immensity of the cosmos and in the immensity of the cosmos and in the 
construction of the atom not less than construction of the atom not less than 
in the mysterious depths of the human in the mysterious depths of the human 
mind”mind”

Paul Paul CarusCarus, in W.S. Andrews’s Magic Squares and Cubes, in W.S. Andrews’s Magic Squares and Cubes
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Everything = 361= 19 x 19Everything = 361= 19 x 19

�� 361 361 –– 19 x 1919 x 19 and the Arabic Word and the Arabic Word -- --
Every ThingEvery Thing

�� The Almighty God has used this Arabic word The Almighty God has used this Arabic word –– --
meaning ‘Every thing’ meaning ‘Every thing’ –– 114 times in The Quran114 times in The Quran..

114 times in Quran 114 times in Quran 
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�� = Every thing = = Every thing = 114 times in Quran 114 times in Quran 

�� The Gematrical value of the Arabic words "EVERYTHING" is The Gematrical value of the Arabic words "EVERYTHING" is 

361 which is 19 X 19.361 which is 19 X 19.

�� = = Every Thing = 361 = 19 x 19Every Thing = 361 = 19 x 19
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Everything               = 361 Everything               = 361 

361 = 19 x 19361 = 19 x 19
�� Some of the illustrations are as follows:Some of the illustrations are as follows:

�� “We counted EVERYTHING “We counted EVERYTHING in a record.”in a record.”

Quran Quran –– (Chapter (Chapter –– 78, Verse 78, Verse –– 29)29)

�� “This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's “This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's 
messages. He is fully aware of what they have. He has messages. He is fully aware of what they have. He has 
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counted the numbers of EVERYTHING counted the numbers of EVERYTHING (all (all 
things.)”things.)”

Quran Quran –– (Chapter (Chapter –– 72, Verse 72, Verse –– 28)28)

�� “He is the One who created for you EVERYTHING “He is the One who created for you EVERYTHING on on 
earth, then turned to the sky and perfected seven earth, then turned to the sky and perfected seven 
universes therein, and He is fully aware of all things.universes therein, and He is fully aware of all things.

Quran Quran –– (Chapter (Chapter –– 2, Verse 2, Verse –– 29)29)
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Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:

“Every thing “Every thing returns to its origin.”returns to its origin.”

As we know now that the numerical orAs we know now that the numerical or

gematrical value of  ‘Every thing’gematrical value of  ‘Every thing’ isis

361.361.

If we analyze the sacred encoded saying of ProphetIf we analyze the sacred encoded saying of Prophet

Muhammad (PBUH), we see that in circles every thingMuhammad (PBUH), we see that in circles every thing

started from started from 0 degrees0 degrees when returns to its origin, it haswhen returns to its origin, it has
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started from started from 0 degrees0 degrees when returns to its origin, it haswhen returns to its origin, it has

to take to take 360 degrees360 degrees. In other words, when we start our. In other words, when we start our
journey from 0 degrees in a circle, we have to take journey from 0 degrees in a circle, we have to take 360360

degrees to return back at 0 degrees at our origindegrees to return back at 0 degrees at our origin..

Every thing = 361 = 19 x 19Every thing = 361 = 19 x 19

Returns to its origin Returns to its origin –– 0 degrees to 360 0 degrees to 360 
degrees = 360 degreesdegrees = 360 degrees
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Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:
“Every thing “Every thing returns to its origin.”returns to its origin.”

�� Now we write the saying of Prophet Muhammad (PBUHNow we write the saying of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) ) 
mathematicallymathematically, we see:, we see:

361 (Everything) x 360 (return to its origin) 361 (Everything) x 360 (return to its origin) 
= = 360 + (360 x 360)360 + (360 x 360)
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�� If we write the same mysterious equation in If we write the same mysterious equation in 19 and 19 and 

6,6, we see:we see:

(19 x 19) x (6 x 6 x 10) = (1 x 360) + (360 x 360)(19 x 19) x (6 x 6 x 10) = (1 x 360) + (360 x 360)
[(19 x 6) x (19 x 6)] x 10 = (1 x 360) + (360 x 360)[(19 x 6) x (19 x 6)] x 10 = (1 x 360) + (360 x 360)

�� It is the same equation which I have introduced before as a It is the same equation which I have introduced before as a 
mathematical proof of formation of new circles.mathematical proof of formation of new circles.
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Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:
“Every thing “Every thing returns to its origin.”returns to its origin.”

�� When When 361(Every thing in our Universe)361(Every thing in our Universe) is multiplied by is multiplied by 
Highest degrees Highest degrees -- 360360 ……..Every thing would return ……..Every thing would return 
back to its origin with the back to its origin with the birth of a new thingbirth of a new thing similar to similar to 
the original one.the original one.

�� So when So when 361 is multiplied by 360361 is multiplied by 360 or when we take 360 or when we take 360 
rotations around the circle, a new similar new circle is born rotations around the circle, a new similar new circle is born 
and the original circle returns back to its origin after taking and the original circle returns back to its origin after taking 
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and the original circle returns back to its origin after taking and the original circle returns back to its origin after taking 
360 rotations.360 rotations.

�� 361 Cycles x 360 rotations = (1 rotation x 360 361 Cycles x 360 rotations = (1 rotation x 360 
degrees) + (360 rotations x 360 degrees)degrees) + (360 rotations x 360 degrees)

�� So this mathematical proof is self evident and even So this mathematical proof is self evident and even 
confirmed by all angles and directions.confirmed by all angles and directions.
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 3614 x 4 Magic Square of 361

8686 9696 9797 8282

9191 8888 8787 9595

8686 9494 9292 8989
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9898 8383 8585 9595

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 361
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God and The Highest Degrees God and The Highest Degrees -- 360360
One of the verses of the Quran, points out that God is the One of the verses of the Quran, points out that God is the 
possessor of highest degrees. The verse is:possessor of highest degrees. The verse is:

“Possessor of the highest degrees, and Ruler of the “Possessor of the highest degrees, and Ruler of the 
whole dominion. He sends inspiration, bearing His whole dominion. He sends inspiration, bearing His 
commands, to whomever He chooses from among His commands, to whomever He chooses from among His 
Servants to warn about the Day of Gathering.”Servants to warn about the Day of Gathering.”

(Quran, Sura 40 verse 15)(Quran, Sura 40 verse 15)
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“Refii al“Refii al--daragaat”daragaat” is translated as “the possessor of is translated as “the possessor of 
the highest degrees”. The word the highest degrees”. The word “refii”“refii” expresses expresses 
highness and the word “alhighness and the word “al--daragaat” expresses the daragaat” expresses the 
degrees. The mathematical value of degrees. The mathematical value of “refii”,“refii”, which which 
states the states the highest degree, is 360highest degree, is 360. And this . And this 
number is the equivalent of the highest degrees in number is the equivalent of the highest degrees in 
the universe and mathematics. The mathematical the universe and mathematics. The mathematical 
values are as follows:values are as follows:
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Allah and the Highest Degrees Allah and the Highest Degrees -- 360360ºº

The wordThe word The mathematical value The mathematical value 
of the wordof the word

Refii Refii 360 360 

The highest degrees in The highest degrees in 
the universe and the universe and 

mathematics mathematics 360360
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�� Also only Also only once in the Quranonce in the Quran did God Almighty choose to call did God Almighty choose to call 
Himself, Himself, “Possessor of the Highest degrees”.“Possessor of the Highest degrees”.

�� Is it then a coincident that the numerical or gematrical value Is it then a coincident that the numerical or gematrical value 
of the word of the word “Refii” in Arabic is 360.“Refii” in Arabic is 360. This means This means “God is “God is 
the possessor of the highest degrees, the possessor of the highest degrees, the 360º the 360º 
degreesdegrees.”.” No higher degree than this is possible in No higher degree than this is possible in 
mathematics. mathematics. And only Perfect Circle possess And only Perfect Circle possess 
360º degrees 360º degrees 

mathematics mathematics 360360
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 3604 x 4 Magic Square of 360

8585 9696 9797 8282

9191 8888 8787 9494

8686 9393 9292 8989
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9898 8383 8484 9595

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 360
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One and Only Almighty God’s Quranic One and Only Almighty God’s Quranic 
names names –– Wahid Wahid -- 19 and Refii 19 and Refii -- 360360

The 'Abjad' numerical value of Arabic word 'Al-Wahid' 

meaning One and Only Allah (God) is 19. It is only 
used 19 times together with the name of 
'Allah' (God).
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The word “Wahid” is written with the letters ‘wau + 
alif + he + de’ the total mathematical values of 
these letters are (6 + 1 + 8 + 4) 19 as we have 
mentioned above.

The word “Wahid” whose mathematical value is 19
used 19 times for God in the Quran.

Wav + Alif + Ha + Da = total
6 + 1 + 8 + 4 =19
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6 x 6 Magic Square of 1146 x 6 Magic Square of 114

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919
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All rows, columns and diagonals add to 114
19 x 6 = 114

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919

1919 1919 1919 1919 1919 1919
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One and Only Almighty God’s Quranic One and Only Almighty God’s Quranic 
names names –– Wahid Wahid -- 19 and Refii  360(cont..)19 and Refii  360(cont..)

� God’s another Quranic name is ‘Refii’, numerically means 360.

God is 19 and 360 at the same time

� 19 is the representation of 360 degrees and
� 360 degrees is the representation of 19.
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� 360 degrees is the representation of 19.

� Now one can understand the names that God (Allah) gave Himself 
in these verses:

“He (God) is the Alpha and the Omega. He is the 
Outermost, and the Innermost. He is fully aware of all 
things.”

(Chapter – 57, Verse – 3)
� He is surrounding everything i.e. ‘Moheett’ in Arabic. He 

possesses the Highest degrees i.e. ‘Refii Al-Daragat’.

� Glorified, the One God, there is no god besides Him.
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One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah and One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah and 
Infinite Circle of 360Infinite Circle of 360ºº DegreesDegrees

One and Only Almighty Allah is the Possessor of highestOne and Only Almighty Allah is the Possessor of highest
degrees i.e. 360 degrees. So if infinite Allah possesses andegrees i.e. 360 degrees. So if infinite Allah possesses an
Infinite Circle of 360º degrees, then:Infinite Circle of 360º degrees, then:

What is the Infinite circumference and infinite diameter ofWhat is the Infinite circumference and infinite diameter of
Infinite Circle of One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah?Infinite Circle of One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah?

Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle of One and Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle of One and 
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�� Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle of One and Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle of One and 

Only Infinite Almighty Allah is a multiple of ’19’.Only Infinite Almighty Allah is a multiple of ’19’.

Infinite Circumference of infinite CircleInfinite Circumference of infinite Circle = = 19 x19 x ∞ = ∞ = 19∞19∞
�� Infinite Diameter of Infinite Circle of One and Only Infinite Diameter of Infinite Circle of One and Only 

Infinite Almighty Allah is a multiple of ‘6’.Infinite Almighty Allah is a multiple of ‘6’.

Infinite Diameter of infinite Circle = Infinite Diameter of infinite Circle = 6 x ∞ = 6 x ∞ = 6∞6∞
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Perfect Infinite      of Infinite Circle of 360Perfect Infinite      of Infinite Circle of 360ºº
of One and Only Infinite Almighty Allahof One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah

Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle Infinite Circumference of Infinite Circle = = 19 x ∞19 x ∞

19∞19∞
Infinite Diameter of Infinite Circle = Infinite Diameter of Infinite Circle = 6 x ∞ 6 x ∞ 

6∞6∞
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6∞6∞

Infinite     of Infinite Circle =Infinite     of Infinite Circle = 19/6 x ∞19/6 x ∞

(19/6)∞(19/6)∞
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Perfect Infinite Sphere of 360Perfect Infinite Sphere of 360ºº and One and One 
and Only Infinite Almighty Allahand Only Infinite Almighty Allah

If One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah possesses a PerfectIf One and Only Infinite Almighty Allah possesses a Perfect
Infinite Sphere of 360Infinite Sphere of 360°°, then its infinite area and infinite, then its infinite area and infinite
volume would be:volume would be:

Infinite Area of Infinite Sphere of Allah=Infinite Area of Infinite Sphere of Allah=19 x 6 x ∞19 x 6 x ∞

114∞114∞
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Infinite Volume of Infinite Sphere of Allah = Infinite Volume of Infinite Sphere of Allah = 19 x 6 x ∞19 x 6 x ∞

114∞114∞

Secret of our Spherical Universe:Secret of our Spherical Universe:

The Creator of our One and Only Universe has created allThe Creator of our One and Only Universe has created all
heavenly and celestial bodies like stars, moons, planets, etc heavenly and celestial bodies like stars, moons, planets, etc ------
Only SpheresOnly Spheres and not squares or triangles or any other shape,and not squares or triangles or any other shape,

and all His creations are based on and all His creations are based on Circle and Line Circle and Line ––-- 01.01.
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Famous 5 Personalities of Islam and 19Famous 5 Personalities of Islam and 19

The Famous Five – 5 Personalities of Islam
mentioned above have a total of 19 Arabic
letters in their names.

1. Muhammad – ‘Mim, Hey, Mim,     

Dal’……. 4 Arabic letters.

2. Ali – ‘Aen, Lam, Ye’……   3 Arabic letters.
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3. Fatima – ‘Fa, Alif, Toa, Mim, Hey’…..5 

Arabic letters.

4. Hassan – ‘Ha, Seen, 

Nun’………………………3 Arabic letters
5. Hussain – ‘Ha, Seen, Ye, 

Nun’…………………4 Arabic letters.

4 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 4 ….Arabic letters = 19 Arabic 
letters of Famous Five Personalities of Islam.
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Allah + Famous Five in Islam and 19Allah + Famous Five in Islam and 19

The numeric sum of Arabic words are:

1. Allah = Alif + Lam + Lam + Hey

= 1 + 30 + 30 + 5 = 66

2. Muhammad = Mim + Hey + Mim + Dal     

= 40 + 8 + 40 + 4 = 92

3. Ali = Aen +Lam + Ye
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3. Ali = Aen +Lam + Ye

= 70 + 30 + 10 = 110

4. Fatima =Fa + Alif + Toa + Mim + Hey

= 80 + 1 + 9 + 40 + 5 = 135

5. Hassan = Ha +Seen + Nun

= 8 + 60 + 50 = 118

6. Hussain =Ha + Seen +Ye + Nun

= 8 + 60 + 10 + 50 = 128
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Allah + Famous Five in Islam and 19Allah + Famous Five in Islam and 19

The numeric sum of 6 Arabic words are:

Allah = 66

Muhammad = 92

Ali = 110

Fatima = 135
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Hassan = 118

Hussain = 128

66 + 92 + 110 + 135 + 118 + 128 = 649

649 = 6 + 4 + 9 = 19

649 = 19
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649 and 19649 and 19
649 = 6 + 4 + 9 = 19649 = 6 + 4 + 9 = 19

649 = 19649 = 19

649  649  ------ (6 (6 –– 4 4 –– 9)   9)   ------ (64 (64 –– 9)  9)  ------ (6 (6 –– 49)49)

6 6 = 1 x 2 x 3= 1 x 2 x 3
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4 4 = 2 x 2= 2 x 2

9 9 = 3 x 3= 3 x 3

64 64 = 8 x 8= 8 x 8

49 49 = 7 x 7= 7 x 7

649 = 11 x 59649 = 11 x 59 -------------------- (5(5thth x 17x 17thth) Prime Numbers) Prime Numbers

649 649 ---------- (5(5thth x 17x 17thth) Primes ) Primes -------- 5 x 17 = 855 x 17 = 85

85 85 ------------------ 8 + 5 = 8 + 5 = 13 13 ---------------------- 66thth Prime NumberPrime Number

13 + 6 = 1913 + 6 = 19
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Total Prophets and ImamsTotal Prophets and Imams

19 x 652719 x 6527
�� In Islam, all Muslims believe in 124,000 In Islam, all Muslims believe in 124,000 

Infallible Prophets including Infallible Prophets including Prophet Prophet 
MuhammadMuhammad as The Last Prophet of Allah.as The Last Prophet of Allah.

Total Infallible Prophets in Islam Total Infallible Prophets in Islam –– 124,000124,000
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�� Some Muslims believe in Some Muslims believe in 12 Infallible Imams 12 Infallible Imams 

and Bibi Fatima, Daughter of Prophet and Bibi Fatima, Daughter of Prophet 
MuhammadMuhammad as Infallible Person in Islam. as Infallible Person in Islam. 

Total Infallible Prophets + Bibi Fatima + 12 ImamsTotal Infallible Prophets + Bibi Fatima + 12 Imams

124,000 + 1 + 12 = 124,000 + 1 + 12 = 124,013124,013

124,013 = 124,013 = 1919 x 6527x 6527
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Arabic Word AlArabic Word Al--Jami’u and 114Jami’u and 114

�� The numeric or gematrical value of Arabic name of The numeric or gematrical value of Arabic name of 
Allah (God) Allah (God) -- (Al(Al--Jami'u) meaning the collector or Jami'u) meaning the collector or 

gatherer is also gatherer is also 114.114.

Jami'u = J + A + M + A'in Jami'u = J + A + M + A'in 
= 3 + 1 + 40 + 70 = 3 + 1 + 40 + 70 
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== 114 = 19 x 6114 = 19 x 6

�� The name Jami'u appears The name Jami'u appears twice in Qurantwice in Quran in chapter in chapter --
3, verse 3, verse -- 9 and in chapter 9 and in chapter -- 4, verse 4, verse -- 140.140.

�� 114114 represent the name of Allah (God) represent the name of Allah (God) -- the the 
Collector or Gatherer meaning collector of all in the Collector or Gatherer meaning collector of all in the 
universe.universe.
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 1144 x 4 Magic Square of 114

2424 3434 3535 2121

2929 2727 2626 3232

2525 3131 3030 2828
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3636 2222 2323 3333

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 114
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619 619 –– 114114thth Prime NumberPrime Number

�� The important phrase in Islam, The important phrase in Islam, 
'Wahdahoo La Sharika Lah','Wahdahoo La Sharika Lah', meaning meaning 
'God Alone, HE has no partners' has a 'God Alone, HE has no partners' has a 
gematrical or numerical value of gematrical or numerical value of 619619
and and 619 is the 114619 is the 114thth prime numberprime number in in 
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order.order.

�� 619 is the 114619 is the 114thth Prime Number in Prime Number in 
mathematics.mathematics.
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619 and Kalima Tayab of Islam619 and Kalima Tayab of Islam

LA ILAHA ILL ALLAH MUHAMMADUR RASOOL ALLAH
THERE IS NO GOD ONLY ALLAH, MUHAMMAD IS THE MESSENGER 

OF ALLAH
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• The numeric sum of “La Ilaha Ill Allah” = 165
• The numeric sum of “Muhammadur Rasool Allah” = 454

The numeric sum or gematric value of all Arabic letters in Kalima 

Tayab is equal to 619.

Kalima Tayab = 165 + 454 = 619
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“And all things We have created by pairs, so that you can learn “And all things We have created by pairs, so that you can learn 
from them.”from them.”

Quran Quran –– (Chapter (Chapter –– 51, Verse 51, Verse –– 49)49)

The important thing to note in this verse is that:The important thing to note in this verse is that:

�� The root number of Chapter The root number of Chapter –– 51 is 5 + 1 = 51 is 5 + 1 = 66

�� The root number of Verse The root number of Verse –– 49 = 49 = 1313

Perfect Mathematical Pair Perfect Mathematical Pair –– Number Number –– 6 6 
and Number and Number --1919
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�� If we add the root number of both the Chapter (sura) and Verse number, we If we add the root number of both the Chapter (sura) and Verse number, we 

would get:would get:

6 + 13 = 196 + 13 = 19

�� 1919…….Perfect Circumference of a Perfect Sphere or Perfect Circle…….Perfect Circumference of a Perfect Sphere or Perfect Circle

�� 19 19 –– 6 = 136 = 13……….Perfect Mysterious Number of Universe……….Perfect Mysterious Number of Universe
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Quran Quran –– The Holy Book of Islam and 57The Holy Book of Islam and 57

“By the even and the odd”“By the even and the odd”
Quran (ChapterQuran (Chapter-- 89.The Dawn, Verse89.The Dawn, Verse-- 3)3)

When we add sura number and the verses in the When we add sura number and the verses in the 
corresponding sura, we would see that corresponding sura, we would see that 57 suras57 suras
are even numbersare even numbers and and 57 suras are odd numbers57 suras are odd numbers..

57 Even Suras = 19 x 357 Even Suras = 19 x 3
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Ali Ali 57 Even Suras = 19 x 357 Even Suras = 19 x 3
57 Odd   Suras = 19 x 357 Odd   Suras = 19 x 3

“This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's “This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's 
messages. He is fully aware of what they have. messages. He is fully aware of what they have. He has He has 

counted the numbers of all things.”counted the numbers of all things.”

Quran Quran –– (sura (sura –– 72, Verse 72, Verse –– 28)28)
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57 Odd + 57 even  =  11457 Odd + 57 even  =  114
Suras        Suras   =  19 x 6Suras        Suras   =  19 x 6

114 = 19 X 6114 = 19 X 6
HOMOGENOUS SURASHOMOGENOUS SURAS HETEROGENEOUS SURAS HETEROGENEOUS SURAS 

Quran Quran –– The Holy Book of Islam and 57 (Cont..)The Holy Book of Islam and 57 (Cont..)
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57 SURAS57 SURAS 57 SURAS57 SURAS

even sura even sura 
numbernumber

even total even total 
versesverses

30 SURAS30 SURAS

odd sura odd sura 
numbernumber

odd total odd total 
versesverses

27 SURAS27 SURAS

even sura even sura 
numbernumber

odd total odd total 
versesverses

30 SURAS30 SURAS

odd sura odd sura 
numbernumber

even total even total 
versesverses

27 SURAS27 SURAS
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First Half of the Quran = Second Half First Half of the Quran = Second Half 

of the Quranof the Quran

�� If we divide the Quran into two parts, the first If we divide the Quran into two parts, the first 
part ends at the part ends at the 57th sura57th sura, which is the sura Iron , which is the sura Iron 
(Hadid). If we add the sura numbers of the first (Hadid). If we add the sura numbers of the first 
57 suras57 suras, it gives 1653. If we multiply the sura , it gives 1653. If we multiply the sura 
number of the number of the sura Iron (57)sura Iron (57) and the number of and the number of 
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Ali Ali number of the number of the sura Iron (57)sura Iron (57) and the number of and the number of 
the verses in Iron sura (29), we have: the verses in Iron sura (29), we have: 

57 57 ×× 29 = 1653 = 29 = 1653 = 1919 ×× 8787

�� Thus, when we examine the Quran by dividing it Thus, when we examine the Quran by dividing it 
into two parts, the sura Iron implies that we are into two parts, the sura Iron implies that we are 
going to have interesting mathematical data.going to have interesting mathematical data.
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First Half of the Quran = Second Half First Half of the Quran = Second Half 

of the Quran (Cont..)of the Quran (Cont..)
The total of the numbers of suras in The total of the numbers of suras in 
the first half of the Quranthe first half of the Quran
(1+2+3+......+55+56+57)(1+2+3+......+55+56+57)

1653 =19 x 871653 =19 x 87

Multiplication result of the last sura’s Multiplication result of the last sura’s 
number (57) in the first half of the number (57) in the first half of the 

Quran by the number (29) of verses in Quran by the number (29) of verses in 
this surathis sura

1653= 19 x 871653= 19 x 87
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There are 29 odd numbered and 28 even numbered suras in the first part 
of the Quran. There are 28 odd numbered and 29 even numbered suras in 
the second part of the Quran. This is because of a mathematical property, 
because all numbers following one another shows this characteristic. However, it 
is interesting that while there are 29 “heterogeneous” and 28 “homogeneous” 
suras in the first part of the Quran, there are 28 “heterogeneous” and 29
“homogeneous” suras in the second part. This conclusion is the result of 
mathematical characteristics. This is one of the endless miracles of the Quran 
(Please remember the table about homogeneous and heterogeneous suras).
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Odd and Even Suras and Odd and Even Suras and 
QuranQuran

“Say, “If all the humans and the jinns came together in “Say, “If all the humans and the jinns came together in 
order to produce a The Quran like this, they would order to produce a The Quran like this, they would 

surely fail, no matter how much assistance they lent surely fail, no matter how much assistance they lent 
one another.”one another.”

Quran Quran –– Chapter Chapter -- 17, The Children of Israel, Verse 17, The Children of Israel, Verse -- 88.88.
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Ali Ali Quran Quran –– Chapter Chapter -- 17, The Children of Israel, Verse 17, The Children of Israel, Verse -- 88.88.

�� The examination of the sura numbers and the The examination of the sura numbers and the 
number of the verses in the Quran as number of the verses in the Quran as “odd” and“odd” and
”even””even” is enough to prove that the row of suras and is enough to prove that the row of suras and 
the number of verses in the Quran are arranged the number of verses in the Quran are arranged 
heavenly and the heavenly and the mathematical system protects this mathematical system protects this 
structure. structure. 
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Odd and Even Suras and Quran Odd and Even Suras and Quran 

(Cont..)(Cont..)
�� We have only one book having mathematical miracles and We have only one book having mathematical miracles and 

this Holy Book shows endless miracles it is beyond human this Holy Book shows endless miracles it is beyond human 
power and was revealed by The Creator.power and was revealed by The Creator.

114 = 19 x 6114 = 19 x 6
First half of the Quran:57First half of the Quran:57 Second half of the Quran:57Second half of the Quran:57
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First half of the Quran:57First half of the Quran:57 Second half of the Quran:57Second half of the Quran:57

29 odd 29 odd 
numbered numbered 

suras suras 

28 even 28 even 
numbered numbered 

suras suras 

29 even 29 even 
numbered numbered 

suras suras 

28odd 28odd 
numbered numbered 

surassuras

29 29 
homogenous homogenous 

sura sura 

28 28 
heterogeneouheterogeneou

s suras s suras 

29heterogen29heterogen
ous suras ous suras 

28homegeno28homegeno
us sura us sura 
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Encrypted Communication Encrypted Communication ––

Even and Odd ArrangementEven and Odd Arrangement

�� Here we see one of the most surprising Here we see one of the most surprising 
demonstrations of mathematical relationships demonstrations of mathematical relationships 
between chapter and total verse numbers. It is the between chapter and total verse numbers. It is the 
most modern method of an error check bit in most modern method of an error check bit in 
computer data transmission.computer data transmission.

�� Thomas H. Athey and Robert W. ZmudThomas H. Athey and Robert W. Zmud write in their write in their 
book book 'Introduction to Computers and Information 'Introduction to Computers and Information 
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Ali Ali book book 'Introduction to Computers and Information 'Introduction to Computers and Information 
SystemsSystems (Illinois: Scott, Forsemann and Company, (Illinois: Scott, Forsemann and Company, 
1986, pp. 2381986, pp. 238--39):39):

"To send data in a telecommunications network, start "To send data in a telecommunications network, start 
and stop information, origin and destination, and stop information, origin and destination, 
information and error check bits must be added to information and error check bits must be added to 
the encoded data to form a data packet. The the encoded data to form a data packet. The error error 
check bitcheck bit is used to make sure the data received is used to make sure the data received 
were not garbled during transmission. In were not garbled during transmission. In 
asynchronous transmission, the commonly used error asynchronous transmission, the commonly used error 
check method is a parity bit. check method is a parity bit. A parity bit is an extra A parity bit is an extra 
bit that makes the sum of bits representing a bit that makes the sum of bits representing a 
character either even or odd."character either even or odd."
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Encrypted Communication Encrypted Communication –– Even Even 

and Odd Arrangement (Cont..)and Odd Arrangement (Cont..)
�� Now Quran, the Last Word and the Last Holy Book of Islam Now Quran, the Last Word and the Last Holy Book of Islam 
shows that a system is built in it shows that a system is built in it 1400 years ago1400 years ago before the before the 
invention of computers and computer data transmission invention of computers and computer data transmission 
that its chapters and corresponding total verses in that that its chapters and corresponding total verses in that 
chapter were transmitted without error and that the Quran chapter were transmitted without error and that the Quran 
is of is of Divine originDivine origin..

5757 of the results (Sura numbers + Verses Numbers) of the results (Sura numbers + Verses Numbers) 
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5757 of the results (Sura numbers + Verses Numbers) of the results (Sura numbers + Verses Numbers) 
are are oddodd and and 5757 of the results are of the results are eveneven out of the total out of the total 
of of 114114 Suras in Quran.Suras in Quran.

�� In this age of science and computers, when many want to In this age of science and computers, when many want to 
be justified only by science and mathematics, it is a solid be justified only by science and mathematics, it is a solid 
and mathematical proof that we have a and mathematical proof that we have a mathematical mathematical 
encoded message from our One and Only God encoded message from our One and Only God -- Allah i.e. Allah i.e. 
QuranQuran-- The Last Word and Holy Book of Islam.The Last Word and Holy Book of Islam.
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786 786 -- Most Famous Number of IslamMost Famous Number of Islam

786 = 6 x 131786 = 6 x 131
786…… A multiple of Number 786…… A multiple of Number -- 66

786………. 2 x 3 x 131786………. 2 x 3 x 131

2…………2…………11stst Prime NumberPrime Number

3……….. 3……….. 22ndnd Prime NumberPrime Number

131……..131……..3232ndnd Prime NumberPrime Number
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131……..131……..3232ndnd Prime NumberPrime Number

786……...2 x 3 x 131…….. 786……...2 x 3 x 131…….. (1(1stst x 2x 2ndnd x 32x 32ndnd)) PrimesPrimes

786……………..64786……………..64

64…………64…………6 6 ---------- 44thth Even NumberEven Number

64……….. 6 x 4 = 24 = 64……….. 6 x 4 = 24 = 2 + 4 = 62 + 4 = 6……1……1stst Perfect No.Perfect No.

64……….. 3364……….. 33rdrd Even Number Even Number ---------- 3 + 3 = 63 + 3 = 6

64………... 6 + 4 = 64………... 6 + 4 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 110 = 1 + 0 = 1…..Perfect Unity…..Perfect Unity
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Iron’s IsotopesIron’s Isotopes

�� As the iron’s atomic number is As the iron’s atomic number is 
encoded in the sura that encoded in the sura that 
mentions iron, there is also a mentions iron, there is also a 
sign in that sura about the sign in that sura about the 
iron’s isotopes. iron’s isotopes. 

1.1. The word The word “Al Hadid”“Al Hadid”
which means a particular which means a particular 

Alif Alif == 11

Lam Lam == 3030

Ha Ha == 88
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Ali Ali which means a particular which means a particular 
iron has a mathematical iron has a mathematical 
value of value of 5757. The article . The article 
“Al”“Al” corresponds to “the” corresponds to “the” 
in English. When the in English. When the 
word ‘Hadid’ is used with word ‘Hadid’ is used with 
the article “Al”, referring the article “Al”, referring 
to a to a specific ironspecific iron, the , the 
mathematical value turns mathematical value turns 
out to be out to be 5757. . 

DaDa == 44

Ya Ya == 1010

DaDa == 44

TotalTotal == 5757
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Iron’s Isotopes (Cont..)Iron’s Isotopes (Cont..)
2.2. The sura Iron (hadid) is the The sura Iron (hadid) is the 57th sura57th sura of the Quranof the Quran. And . And 57 is 57 is 

one of the isotopes of iron.one of the isotopes of iron.

3.3. The sura Iron (hadid) is the The sura Iron (hadid) is the 58th sura58th sura from the end of the Quran. from the end of the Quran. 
That is another isotope of iron.That is another isotope of iron.

4.4. This sura has This sura has 29 numbered verses29 numbered verses. This number becomes . This number becomes 3030
when the unnumbered ‘Basmalah’ is counted. This when the unnumbered ‘Basmalah’ is counted. This number is number is 
equal to the neutron numbers of two isotopes of ironequal to the neutron numbers of two isotopes of iron, from , from 
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Ali Ali equal to the neutron numbers of two isotopes of ironequal to the neutron numbers of two isotopes of iron, from , from 
the total of four. The frequency of the word God in this sura gives the total of four. The frequency of the word God in this sura gives 
the neutron number of the other isotope.the neutron number of the other isotope.

The word
Mathematical value of the 

word

The iron (el hadid) 57 = 19 x 3

One of iron’s isotopes 57 = 19 x 3
What is the sura number of the 

sura the Iron? 57 = 19 x 3
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Numeric Value of Word ‘Majeed’Numeric Value of Word ‘Majeed’

The 'Abjad' numeric value of the Arabic word The 'Abjad' numeric value of the Arabic word 
'Majeed''Majeed', used in the in the first verse of Sura , used in the in the first verse of Sura 
(chapter) Qaf is(chapter) Qaf is

57 = 19 x 357 = 19 x 3
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The numerical value of the Word “Majeed”The numerical value of the Word “Majeed”

MeemMeem Jeem Jeem Ya Ya DaDa TotalTotal

4040 33 1010 44 5757

(19x3)(19x3)
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14 Arabic Letters form 14 14 Arabic Letters form 14 

Different SetsDifferent Sets in Quranin Quran
�� 14 14 different Arabic letters form different Arabic letters form 1414 different sets different sets 
of "Quranic Initials" such as A.L.M. of 2:1 and of "Quranic Initials" such as A.L.M. of 2:1 and 
prefix prefix 2929 suras (chapters).suras (chapters).

�� These numbers add up toThese numbers add up to
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Ali Ali These numbers add up toThese numbers add up to

14 + 14 + 29 = 57 14 + 14 + 29 = 57 

= 19 x 3= 19 x 3

57 = 19 x 357 = 19 x 3
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14 Arabic Initials in 29 Suras14 Arabic Initials in 29 Suras

�� The number of muqatta'at (Arabic Initial letters) The number of muqatta'at (Arabic Initial letters) 
in the Quran are in the Quran are 14.14.

�� Initial Letters in QuranInitial Letters in Quran Gematrical ValueGematrical Value
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1. A (Alef)1. A (Alef) 11
2. L (Laam)2. L (Laam) 3030
3. M (Mim)3. M (Mim) 4040
4. S (Saad)4. S (Saad) 9090
5. R (Ra)5. R (Ra) 200200
6. K (Kaf)6. K (Kaf) 2020
7. H (Ha)7. H (Ha) 55
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14 Arabic Initials in 29 Suras (Cont..)14 Arabic Initials in 29 Suras (Cont..)

8. Y (Ya)8. Y (Ya) 1010
9. 'A(Ayn)9. 'A(Ayn) 7070
10. T(Ta)10. T(Ta) 99
11. S(Seen)11. S(Seen) 6060
12. H (He)12. H (He) 88
13. Q(Qaf)13. Q(Qaf) 100100
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13. Q(Qaf)13. Q(Qaf) 100100
14. N(Nun)14. N(Nun) 5050

Total Total -- 1414 Arabic initials in QuranArabic initials in Quran 693693
in in 2929 surassuras

693 + 29 suras = 722 = 693 + 29 suras = 722 = 19 x 1919 x 19 x 2x 2
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Quran Quran –– 1919thth and the Last Holy Scriptureand the Last Holy Scripture

The Last Prophet of Allah – Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)
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The Holy Quran is the The Holy Quran is the 1919thth and the Lastand the Last Holy Holy 
Scripture of Allah (God).Scripture of Allah (God).

'These are the ones to whom we have given 'These are the ones to whom we have given 

the Scripture, wisdom and prophetthe Scripture, wisdom and prophet--hood.'hood.'
Quran Quran -- (Chapter (Chapter -- 6, Verse 6, Verse -- 89)89)
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I define Quran mathematically as:I define Quran mathematically as:

Quran is the One and Only Last Quran is the One and Only Last –– 1919thth

Holy ScriptureHoly Scripture and mathematically and mathematically 
encoded literature of Allah,comprising encoded literature of Allah,comprising 
of of 114 suras(19 x 6 =114)114 suras(19 x 6 =114) and and 6346 6346 

Mathematical Definition of QuranMathematical Definition of Quran
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Ali Ali encoded literature of Allah,comprising encoded literature of Allah,comprising 
of of 114 suras(19 x 6 =114)114 suras(19 x 6 =114) and and 6346 6346 
verses(19 x 334),verses(19 x 334), whose all initials, whose all initials, 
letters, words, verses and suras are letters, words, verses and suras are 
mathematically encoded and signed mathematically encoded and signed 

with with Number 19Number 19, by One and , by One and 
Only Almighty Allah, Who revealed Only Almighty Allah, Who revealed 
His His Last Last –– 1919thth encryptedencrypted message message 
on His Last Prophet Muhammad in on His Last Prophet Muhammad in 
Arabic language to complete Islam.Arabic language to complete Islam.
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1919-- GOD SignatureGOD Signature

God’s signature On the God’s signature On the 
Universe Universe 

19
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Universe Universe 

19

19

19

19

19

19

19
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66 in Religions66 in Religions
�� The total number of books in the Protestant edition of the The total number of books in the Protestant edition of the 

Bible(Old Testament and New Testament) combined.Bible(Old Testament and New Testament) combined.

�� The total number of chapters in the Bible book of Isaiah.The total number of chapters in the Bible book of Isaiah.

�� The number of verses in ChapterThe number of verses in Chapter-- 3 of the book of Lamentations 3 of the book of Lamentations 
in the Old Testament.in the Old Testament.

�� In Abjad numerals, the Name of In Abjad numerals, the Name of ‘Allah’,‘Allah’, which consists of four which consists of four 
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Ali Ali �� In Abjad numerals, the Name of In Abjad numerals, the Name of ‘Allah’,‘Allah’, which consists of four which consists of four 
Arabic letters of ‘Alif, Lam, Lam and Hey’, the numeric value is Arabic letters of ‘Alif, Lam, Lam and Hey’, the numeric value is 

6666..

�� The The Number Number –– 66 is the 66 is the 7th Hexagonal Number7th Hexagonal Number and it coincides and it coincides 
with the number of books in the Canon, while the index with the number of books in the Canon, while the index –– 7 7 
coincides with the number of Canonical Divisions. This all coheres coincides with the number of Canonical Divisions. This all coheres 
with God’s use of the Number with God’s use of the Number –– 6 in Creation, according to Bible 6 in Creation, according to Bible 
and Quran and Quran –– both are Divine Scriptures.both are Divine Scriptures.
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66 and Bible66 and Bible

�� The numerical weight of the biblical word The numerical weight of the biblical word ‘Wheel’‘Wheel’
corresponds exactly to number of Books in God’s corresponds exactly to number of Books in God’s 
Wheel Wheel –– the Holy Bible. Furthermore, the Key to the Holy Bible. Furthermore, the Key to 
the entire Bible, found in Verse 22 of Isaiah 22, is the entire Bible, found in Verse 22 of Isaiah 22, is 
itself a multiple of both 66 and 22.itself a multiple of both 66 and 22.

�� Wheel = 66 Wheel = 66 
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�� Wheel = 66 Wheel = 66 

= Galgal (Hebrew) = Galgal (Hebrew) 

= 3 x 22= 3 x 22

�� The Key = 528 = 66 x 8 The Key = 528 = 66 x 8 

= 24 x 22 = Maphte’ach (Hebrew)= 24 x 22 = Maphte’ach (Hebrew)
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Numerical or Gematrical Value of Arabic wordNumerical or Gematrical Value of Arabic word

'Allah''Allah' = 66= 66

�� 'Allah' is the Arabic word meaning One and Only Almighty God. 'Allah' is the Arabic word meaning One and Only Almighty God. 
The The 'Abjad' 'Abjad' -- numeric value of Arabic letters of 'Allah' is numeric value of Arabic letters of 'Allah' is 66.66.

�� 'Allah' is from four (4) Arabic letters, 'Alif', 'Lam', 'Lam' and 'Allah' is from four (4) Arabic letters, 'Alif', 'Lam', 'Lam' and 
'Hey'.'Hey'.

Arabic LettersArabic Letters AbjadAbjad-- Numeric ValueNumeric Value
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(Allah) (Allah) -- 4 Letters4 Letters
AlifAlif 11
LamLam 3030
LamLam 3030
HeyHey 55
TotalTotal 1 + 30 + 30 + 5 = 661 + 30 + 30 + 5 = 66
oror 1 + ( 1 x 5 x 12 ) + 5 = 661 + ( 1 x 5 x 12 ) + 5 = 66

�� The numerical sum of the 4 letters of an Arabic word, The numerical sum of the 4 letters of an Arabic word, 
‘Allah’ is 66 ‘Allah’ is 66 –– Sixty Six.Sixty Six.
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Numeric Value of Allah = 66Numeric Value of Allah = 66

+                 = 66
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66 = Numeric Value of an 
Arabic word – ‘Allah’ – One 
and Only Almighty God.
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4 x 4 Magic Square of 664 x 4 Magic Square of 66

1212 2222 2323 99

1717 1515 1414 2020

1313 1919 1818 1616
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Ali Ali 1313 1919 1818 1616

2424 1010 1111 2121

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 66



Ali Ali 

Numerical or Gematrical Value of Arabic word Numerical or Gematrical Value of Arabic word 

'Allah''Allah' = 66 (Cont..)= 66 (Cont..)

66 = 6 + 6 = 1266 = 6 + 6 = 12

�� Number Number –– 6666 is the sum of the first eleven numerals from 1 to is the sum of the first eleven numerals from 1 to 
1111

�� 66 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 +11 66 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 +11 

= = 6666
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�� Number 66 is a multiple of 6 and 11.Number 66 is a multiple of 6 and 11.

�� 66 = 6 x 1166 = 6 x 11

= = 6666

�� 66 = 33 +33 = (11 x 3) + (11 x 3) = 66 = 33 +33 = (11 x 3) + (11 x 3) = 6666
�� Number Number –– 6 can only be partitioned in 11 different ways.6 can only be partitioned in 11 different ways.

�� 6 x 11 different ways of Partition = 6 x 11 different ways of Partition = 6666
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3 x 3 Magic Square of 663 x 3 Magic Square of 66

2121 2626 1919

2020 2222 2424

2525 1818 2323
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2525 1818 2323

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 66
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66–– Suras in QURANSuras in QURAN

Only Six Only Six -- 6 Suras6 Suras (chapters) in Quran (chapters) in Quran 
start with the name of Prophets.start with the name of Prophets.

1. Chapter 1. Chapter -- 7171 Prophet NoahProphet Noah

2. Chapter 2. Chapter -- 1414 Prophet AbrahimProphet Abrahim
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2. Chapter 2. Chapter -- 1414 Prophet AbrahimProphet Abrahim

3. Chapter 3. Chapter -- 1111 Prophet HoodProphet Hood

4. Chapter 4. Chapter -- 1212 Prophet YousafProphet Yousaf

5. Chapter 5. Chapter -- 1010 Prophet YounasProphet Younas

6. Chapter 6. Chapter –– 47     Prophet Muhammad47     Prophet Muhammad
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3 x 3 Magic Square of 6 3 x 3 Magic Square of 6 

22 22 22

22 22 22

22 22 22
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22 22 22

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 6
2 + 2 + 2 = 6

2 --- First and Only Even Prime Number
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Number 6 in QuranNumber 6 in Quran
It is mentioned in It is mentioned in 7 times7 times in Quran in the following chapters in Quran in the following chapters 
and corresponding verses that One (1) and Only God (Allah in and corresponding verses that One (1) and Only God (Allah in 
Arabic) has created the heavens and the earth in Arabic) has created the heavens and the earth in Six (6) DaysSix (6) Days..

"Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the "Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the 
earth in earth in Six DaysSix Days, then mounted He the throne.“, then mounted He the throne.“

QuranQuran--(Chapter(Chapter-- 7, Verse7, Verse-- 54)54)

Chapter Chapter -- 7   7   -- Verse Verse -- 5454
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Chapter Chapter -- 10 10 -- Verse Verse -- 33
Chapter Chapter -- 11 11 -- Verse Verse -- 77
Chapter Chapter -- 25 25 -- Verse Verse -- 5959
Chapter Chapter -- 32 32 -- Verse Verse -- 44
Chapter Chapter -- 50 50 -- Verse Verse -- 3838
Chapter Chapter -- 57 57 -- Verse Verse –– 44

Six Six -- 6 is mentioned seven 6 is mentioned seven --7 times in Quran. 7 times in Quran. 

So 7 times in Quran x Number (6) = 7 x 6 = 42 = 4+2 = 6So 7 times in Quran x Number (6) = 7 x 6 = 42 = 4+2 = 6
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1/6 1/6 –– 3636thth Least Number in QuranLeast Number in Quran
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1/6 is the 36th Least 
Number used in Quran out of 

38 numbers
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6 6 -- 360 and Quran360 and Quran
According to Holy Quran:

“We have given thee seven of the oft-
repeated verses and the great Quran.”

(Chapter:15, Verse:87)

Seven of the oft-repeated verses =    2 x 7 = 14
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Total Verses in Great Quran = 6346

Total Verses including Seven oft-repeated verses 

are: 14 + 6346 = 6360…………… 6-360

6360 = 6 x 1060……..multiple of 6

6360 = 8 x 795……….multiple of 8
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66–– Suras in QURANSuras in QURAN

Six Six -- 6 Suras6 Suras (chapters) in Quran start (chapters) in Quran start 
with the name of Animals.with the name of Animals.

1. Chapter 1. Chapter --22 The CowThe Cow

2. Chapter 2. Chapter -- 66 The CattleThe Cattle
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2. Chapter 2. Chapter -- 66 The CattleThe Cattle

3. Chapter 3. Chapter -- 1616 The BeeThe Bee

4. Chapter 4. Chapter -- 2727 The AntThe Ant

5. Chapter 5. Chapter -- 2929 The SpiderThe Spider

6. Chapter 6. Chapter -- 105          The Elephant105          The Elephant



Ali Ali 

3 x 3 Magic Square of 6 3 x 3 Magic Square of 6 

33 11 22

11 22 33

22 33 11
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22 33 11

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 6
1 + 2 + 3 = 6



Ali Ali 

Numeric Value of ‘ALLAH’ = 66Numeric Value of ‘ALLAH’ = 66

�� The Abjad or numeric or The Abjad or numeric or 
mathematical value of word mathematical value of word 
‘Allah’ is 66.‘Allah’ is 66.
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Ali Ali ‘Allah’ is 66.‘Allah’ is 66.

�� AllahAllah –– The One and Only The One and Only 
Almighty God has Almighty God has chosen 6chosen 6 –– two two 
times as a perfect number for His times as a perfect number for His 
name.name.



Ali Ali 

66 and 9966 and 99

�� When 66 is written Upside down, it When 66 is written Upside down, it 
would become would become –– 99.99.

66 66 ------ 9999
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�� 66 66 -- The The Abjad or Numeric valueAbjad or Numeric value of of 
Arabic word Arabic word ‘Allah’‘Allah’ -- One and Only One and Only 
Almighty God.Almighty God.

�� 99 99 -- Names of ‘Allah’ in Quran.Names of ‘Allah’ in Quran.



Ali Ali 

99 and 66 99 and 66 

�� There are only 396 Arabic letters of total 99 There are only 396 Arabic letters of total 99 
names of Allah.names of Allah.

�� 396 Arabic letters of = 4 x 99 396 Arabic letters of = 4 x 99 
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Ali Ali �� 396 Arabic letters of = 4 x 99 396 Arabic letters of = 4 x 99 

99 Names of Allah    = 39699 Names of Allah    = 396

4 x 99 = 4 x 99 = 396396

6 x 66 = 6 x 66 = 396396



Ali Ali 

Ali Pi and Numeric Value of the Ali Pi and Numeric Value of the 

Name of God Name of God –– ALLAH ALLAH -- 6666
�� Ali Pi is the Only Mathematical Constant Ali Pi is the Only Mathematical Constant 

Universal Number containing name of God, Universal Number containing name of God, 
“Allah” as 66 infinitely“Allah” as 66 infinitely

�� Secondly, Ali Pi is the only mathematical constant Secondly, Ali Pi is the only mathematical constant 
that contains the name of God in Arabic, “Allah” that contains the name of God in Arabic, “Allah” 
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Ali Ali that contains the name of God in Arabic, “Allah” that contains the name of God in Arabic, “Allah” 
infinitely, as the Numerical value of “Allah” is 66 infinitely, as the Numerical value of “Allah” is 66 
and after 3.16, and after 3.16, 66 appears infinitely in Ali pi66 appears infinitely in Ali pi. So . So 
Ali pi is the real spiritual universal mathematical Ali pi is the real spiritual universal mathematical 
number representing both God and universe.number representing both God and universe.

Ali Pi = 3.1 66 66 66 66 66 66…………………Ali Pi = 3.1 66 66 66 66 66 66…………………

Ali Pi = 3.1 Ali Pi = 3.1 Allah(66) Allah(66) Allah(66) Allah(66) Allah(66) Allah(66) 
Allah(66)……Infinite Allah(66)...Allah(66)……Infinite Allah(66)...
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One Almighty Mathematician One Almighty Mathematician 

GodGod

= One and Only Almighty   
Mathematician Allah
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Mathematician Allah

Faith and figures are irrefutable if faith is 
confirmed by figures and figures are 

confirmed by the faith simultaneously.
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ALLAH and your HandALLAH and your Hand
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١٨١٨ ٨١٨١
On Right Palm On Right Palm On Left Palm On Left Palm 

of every Human Handof every Human Hand

�� If one looks at his or her 'right If one looks at his or her 'right 
palm', thumb facing upward, palm', thumb facing upward, 
the lines in the hand appear as the lines in the hand appear as 
''١١ and and ٨٨ ', which are the ', which are the 
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''١١ and and ٨٨ ', which are the ', which are the 
Arabic numerals of Arabic numerals of 1 1 and and 8 8 
or or 1818..

١٩١٩ = =١٨٨١١٨٨١ x x ٩٩٩٩
1881 1881 = = 19 19 x x 9999
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Allah's Name Appears on an Allah's Name Appears on an 

Oscar FishOscar Fish
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Picture and fish owned by: Mr. Mahmood Ghulam Patel Picture and fish owned by: Mr. Mahmood Ghulam Patel 
Mumbai, INDIA.Mumbai, INDIA.



Ali Ali 

A Plant Fashions itself to Display A Plant Fashions itself to Display 

the Name of Allahthe Name of Allah
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Ali Ali “The knowledge of which “The knowledge of which 

Knowledge of Geometry and EternityKnowledge of Geometry and Eternity
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Ali Ali “The knowledge of which “The knowledge of which 
geometry aims is the knowledge geometry aims is the knowledge 
of the eternal.”of the eternal.”

PlatoPlato



Ali Ali 

What is the What is the Mystery hiddenMystery hidden inin

Ali PiAli Pi

The Mystery hidden in The Mystery hidden in 

Ali Pi = 3.Ali Pi = 3.1 1 66 66 66 66….infinite(6666 66 66 66….infinite(66))
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IsIs

Only GodOnly God isis 1 1 -- Allah(Allah(6666) Allah() Allah(6666)…..Infinite )…..Infinite 
Allah(Allah(6666))

after after 3.3. in the mysterious value of Ali Pi. in the mysterious value of Ali Pi. 
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6 6 –– GOD and Nature’s PerfectionGOD and Nature’s Perfection

God’s Perfection in the God’s Perfection in the 
Universe Universe 

6
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Universe Universe 

6

6

6

6

6

6
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Creation of Earth in SixCreation of Earth in Six--6 Days 6 Days 
According to Bible and QuranAccording to Bible and Quran

“Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and “Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and 
the earth in the earth in Six DaysSix Days, then mounted He the throne.”, then mounted He the throne.”

QuranQuran--(Chapter(Chapter-- 7, Verse7, Verse-- 54) 54) 
–– Last Holy Book of IslamLast Holy Book of Islam

It is written in Exodus 20.19f as:It is written in Exodus 20.19f as:

““Six daysSix days shalt thou labor, and do all thy work….For shalt thou labor, and do all thy work….For 
in in six dayssix days the LORD made heaven and earth, the the LORD made heaven and earth, the 
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in in six dayssix days the LORD made heaven and earth, the the LORD made heaven and earth, the 
sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh 
day: wherefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day, day: wherefore the LORD blessed the Sabbath day, 
and hallowed it.”and hallowed it.”

Bible Bible –– Exodus 21.19fExodus 21.19f

“The Sabbath was decreed only for those who had “The Sabbath was decreed only for those who had 
differed about it: and your Lord will judge them on differed about it: and your Lord will judge them on 
the Day of Resurrection regarding their disputes.”the Day of Resurrection regarding their disputes.”

Quran (Chapter Quran (Chapter –– 16, Verse 124)16, Verse 124)



Ali Ali 

Creation of Earth in SixCreation of Earth in Six--6 Days 6 Days 
According to Bible and Quran (Cont..)According to Bible and Quran (Cont..)

1.1. One is that Earth and Cosmos is created in One is that Earth and Cosmos is created in Six days Six days ––
66 days.days.

2.2. Second, the Second, the 77thth Day is the Sabbath dayDay is the Sabbath day which occurs on which occurs on 
SaturdaySaturday. So the completion of Earth is . So the completion of Earth is on Fridayon Friday, which , which 
is the 6is the 6thth day according to Bible.day according to Bible.

3.3. Third, if we take Third, if we take 2121stst March as the 6March as the 6thth dayday occurring on occurring on 
FridayFriday –– The Last Day of Creation of our Earth and The Last Day of Creation of our Earth and 
Cosmos, then going back Cosmos, then going back –– Six Six –– 6 days would be 6 days would be March March 
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Ali Ali FridayFriday –– The Last Day of Creation of our Earth and The Last Day of Creation of our Earth and 
Cosmos, then going back Cosmos, then going back –– Six Six –– 6 days would be 6 days would be March March 
1616thth occurring on occurring on SundaySunday –– The First Day of the Creation The First Day of the Creation 
of our Earth and Cosmos.of our Earth and Cosmos.

�� And according to some beliefs and faiths, especially in And according to some beliefs and faiths, especially in 
Central Asia and other neighboring States like India, Central Asia and other neighboring States like India, 
Iran, Pakistan, etc, people celebrate Iran, Pakistan, etc, people celebrate ‘Naurooz’‘Naurooz’ meaning meaning 
‘New Day’ as they believe that God created the Earth on ‘New Day’ as they believe that God created the Earth on 
March 21March 21stst.. So they celebrate with joy and colors.So they celebrate with joy and colors.

March 21 March 21 ------ 3.21 ………. 3.21 ………. Naurooz Naurooz -------------- Day of creation Day of creation 
of Earth and Heavensof Earth and Heavens
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Creation of Earth in SixCreation of Earth in Six--6 Days 6 Days 
According to Bible and Quran (Cont..)According to Bible and Quran (Cont..)

�� The numeric value of 3.21 is:The numeric value of 3.21 is:

3.21 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6………….3.21 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6…………. 6 matches with the 6th6 matches with the 6th and and 
the final day of the creation of the Earth and Cosmosthe final day of the creation of the Earth and Cosmos

�� So if March 21st is the completion day, then So if March 21st is the completion day, then going six (6) daysgoing six (6) days
backback, , March 16March 16thth should be the First dayshould be the First day of the creation of the creation 

�� The numeric value of 3.21 is:The numeric value of 3.21 is:

3.21 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6………….3.21 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6…………. 6 matches with the 6th6 matches with the 6th and and 
the final day of the creation of the Earth and Cosmosthe final day of the creation of the Earth and Cosmos

�� So if March 21st is the completion day, then So if March 21st is the completion day, then going six (6) daysgoing six (6) days
backback, , March 16March 16thth should be the First dayshould be the First day of the creation of the creation 
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backback, , March 16March 16thth should be the First dayshould be the First day of the creation of the creation 
of the Earth and the Heavens.of the Earth and the Heavens.

�� March 16 March 16 ------ 3.163.16……..…….. First day of the creation of the First day of the creation of the 
Earth and HeavensEarth and Heavens

�� The numeric value of 3.16 is:The numeric value of 3.16 is:

3.16 = 3 + 1 + 6 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 3.16 = 3 + 1 + 6 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1….11….1stst DayDay

3.163.16 is the same number as is the same number as Ali PiAli Pi-- 3.16…..3.16…..

backback, , March 16March 16thth should be the First dayshould be the First day of the creation of the creation 
of the Earth and the Heavens.of the Earth and the Heavens.

�� March 16 March 16 ------ 3.163.16……..…….. First day of the creation of the First day of the creation of the 
Earth and HeavensEarth and Heavens

�� The numeric value of 3.16 is:The numeric value of 3.16 is:

3.16 = 3 + 1 + 6 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 3.16 = 3 + 1 + 6 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1….11….1stst DayDay

3.163.16 is the same number as is the same number as Ali PiAli Pi-- 3.16…..3.16…..
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Creation of Earth and Ali PiCreation of Earth and Ali Pi

The creation of Earth and Cosmos is The creation of Earth and Cosmos is 
verifying the Perfect value of verifying the Perfect value of 

Ali Pi Ali Pi –– 3.3.1616………………
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Ali Ali Ali Pi Ali Pi –– 3.3.1616………………

"Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the "Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the 
earth in earth in 6 Days6 Days, then mounted He the throne.", then mounted He the throne."

QuranQuran--(Chapter(Chapter-- 7, Verse7, Verse-- 54)54)

All Heavens and the earth are created in All Heavens and the earth are created in 6 6 

daysdays as per Holy Quranas per Holy Quran..
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Famous Books on Famous Books on –– 3:163:16
Most Quoted passage of the Most Quoted passage of the BibleBible--JohnJohn 3:163:16
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Famous Book on Famous Book on –– 3:163:16
BIBLE TEXTS ILLUMINATEDBIBLE TEXTS ILLUMINATED
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Ali Ali 
“All things began in Order, so shall they “All things began in Order, so shall they 
end, and so shall they begin again, end, and so shall they begin again, 

Mathematics and Perfect Order    Mathematics and Perfect Order    
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Ali Ali end, and so shall they begin again, end, and so shall they begin again, 
according to the Ordainer of Order, and according to the Ordainer of Order, and 
the mystical mathematics of the City of the mystical mathematics of the City of 
Heaven.”Heaven.”

Sir Thomas BrownSir Thomas Brown
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Astrological Proof of Pi Astrological Proof of Pi –– 3.16 3.16 

through Star and Datethrough Star and Date

Aries (21Aries (21stst March March –– 2020thth April) First Star in April) First Star in 
AstrologyAstrology

�� Aries is the first month in Astrology.Aries is the first month in Astrology. It starts from It starts from March 21March 21stst. . 
There are two important questions about the month and the date.There are two important questions about the month and the date.
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11. First question is that why the astrologers start Astrology signs and stars . First question is that why the astrologers start Astrology signs and stars 

from Aries, which from Aries, which starts in Marchstarts in March.. Why they don’t start from any other Why they don’t start from any other 
month?month?

Why from March Why from March –– 33rdrd Month?Month?

2. Second question is about 2. Second question is about the starting date the starting date of the Astrological sign. Why of the Astrological sign. Why 
2121stst March? Why not 20March? Why not 20thth March or 22March or 22ndnd March or 23March or 23rdrd March.March.

Why from 21Why from 21stst??



Ali Ali 

Astrological Proof of Pi Astrological Proof of Pi –– 3.16 through Star and 3.16 through Star and 

Date (Cont)Date (Cont)

1.1. Muslims Muslims believe that earth and heavens believe that earth and heavens 
created in created in six six -- 66 days.days.

2.2. Christians and JewsChristians and Jews believe that world is believe that world is 
created in created in six six -- 66 days.days.
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Ali Ali created in created in six six -- 66 days.days.

3.3. AstrologersAstrologers believe that believe that March 21March 21stst is the is the 
first day first day of the of the first star first star -- AriesAries in Astrology.in Astrology.

4.4. People across Central Asia, India, Pakistan, Iran People across Central Asia, India, Pakistan, Iran 
and other States in the world celebrate and other States in the world celebrate 
‘Naurooz’ on ‘Naurooz’ on March 21March 21stst as ‘New Dayas ‘New Day’.’.
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Astrological Proof of Pi Astrological Proof of Pi –– 3.16 through Star and Date (Cont)3.16 through Star and Date (Cont)

�� Because we know that some astrological stars start from Because we know that some astrological stars start from 
2020thth of the month, some starts from 23of the month, some starts from 23rdrd.So both the month .So both the month 
of March, which is 3rd in sequence from January and the of March, which is 3rd in sequence from January and the 
date of 21date of 21stst is very important in Astrologyis very important in Astrology

�� March March –– 2121stst ---------------- 3.21………..First Astrological 3.21………..First Astrological 
month of ‘Aries’ start’ from March 21month of ‘Aries’ start’ from March 21stst or 3.21or 3.21

�� Now even Now even Augustine and AlcuinAugustine and Alcuin wrote that God had wrote that God had 
created the world in created the world in 6 days6 days because that was the because that was the 
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Ali Ali �� Now even Now even Augustine and AlcuinAugustine and Alcuin wrote that God had wrote that God had 
created the world in created the world in 6 days6 days because that was the because that was the 
perfect number.perfect number.

�� So if 21So if 21stst March is the first and the starting date on the March is the first and the starting date on the 
earth according to astrology, then it would be the earth according to astrology, then it would be the 
completion date of the creation of the world. So going back completion date of the creation of the world. So going back 
six (6) dayssix (6) days, we found that , we found that March 16March 16thth should be should be first first 
dayday of the creation of the world and Heavens and it is of the creation of the world and Heavens and it is 
proving through all beliefs.proving through all beliefs.
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Ali Pi Day Ali Pi Day –– March March –– 16 or 3.1616 or 3.16

March March 1616thth (Sunday) = (Sunday) = 33..16 16 -- matches with matches with 
the value of the value of 

Ali pi Ali pi –– 33..1616……….……….
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Ali Pi Day may be celebrated on March Ali Pi Day may be celebrated on March 1616thth as as 

33..1616

Ali Pi Day Ali Pi Day –– March  March  1616thth

Every Year in the WorldEvery Year in the World
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Pi Day Pi Day ------ 16th of March or 3.1616th of March or 3.16
�� Ali Pi …..19/6Ali Pi …..19/6……if expressed in date, it would be ……if expressed in date, it would be –– 1919thth of June of June 

or 6.19or 6.19
�� The total days from 16th of March to 19The total days from 16th of March to 19thth June including both June including both 

the dates would be the dates would be 96 days.96 days.

�� From 16From 16thth of March to 19of March to 19thth of June ……… Total days would be of June ……… Total days would be 96 96 
days.days.

1616thth March to 31March to 31stst March……………….. 16 daysMarch……………….. 16 days
11stst April to 30April to 30thth April……………………. 30 daysApril……………………. 30 days
11stst May to 31May to 31stst May……………………… 31 daysMay……………………… 31 days
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Ali Ali 11stst May to 31May to 31stst May……………………… 31 daysMay……………………… 31 days
11stst June to 19June to 19thth June………………………19 daysJune………………………19 days
Total days from 16Total days from 16thth March to 19March to 19thth June…..96 daysJune…..96 days

�� 96 Days96 Days would be written and expressed as:would be written and expressed as:

96 = 16 x 6 96 = 16 x 6 
96 = 4 x 6 x 496 = 4 x 6 x 4
96 = 9 + 6 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 696 = 9 + 6 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6
96 96 --19 = 77 = 7 + 7 = 1419 = 77 = 7 + 7 = 14
96 96 –– 6 = 90 = 9 + 0 = 96 = 90 = 9 + 0 = 9



Ali Ali 

Pi Day Pi Day ------ 1616th of March or th of March or 33..16 16 

(Cont..)(Cont..)
�� If we calculate from the exact day of Completion of If we calculate from the exact day of Completion of 
Creation of Universe which is on Creation of Universe which is on 2121st of March. The st of March. The 
2121st of March is written as st of March is written as 33..2121 and the Perfect and the Perfect 
Value of Ali Pi is Value of Ali Pi is 1919//66 which when written in month which when written in month 
and day format would be expressed as and day format would be expressed as 66..1919
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�� Date of Completion of Creation of Universe Date of Completion of Creation of Universe ------

2121stst of March or of March or 33..2121

�� Ali Pi …..Ali Pi …..1919//66……if expressed in date, it would be ……if expressed in date, it would be ––
1919thth of June or of June or 66..1919

�� The total days from The total days from 2121stst of March to of March to 1919thth June including June including 
both the dates would be both the dates would be 91 91 days.days.
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Pi Day Pi Day ------ 16th of March or 3.16 (Cont..)16th of March or 3.16 (Cont..)

�� From 21From 21stst of March to 19of March to 19thth of June ……… of June ……… 
Total days would be 91 days.Total days would be 91 days.

�� 2121stst March to 31March to 31stst March…………….. 11 daysMarch…………….. 11 days

�� 11stst April to 30April to 30thth April…………………….30 daysApril…………………….30 days

�� 11stst May to 31May to 31stst May………………………31 daysMay………………………31 days
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Ali Ali �� 11 May to 31May to 31 May………………………31 daysMay………………………31 days

�� 11stst June to 19June to 19thth June………………………19 daysJune………………………19 days

�� Total days from 21Total days from 21stst March to 19March to 19thth

June…..91 daysJune…..91 days

91 is the Reversal of the Number 91 is the Reversal of the Number -- 1919
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God’s AliGod’s Ali

ALI      ALI      = = God’s Signature on   God’s Signature on   
UniverseUniverse//God’sGod’s
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Ali Ali UniverseUniverse//God’sGod’s
Perfection inPerfection in

UniverseUniverse

= = 19/619/6
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One God and One Perfect Sphere One God and One Perfect Sphere 
There is There is nono perfect sphere in our universe perfect sphere in our universe 
exceptexcept 11 perfect  sphere with radius perfect  sphere with radius –– 3, 3, 
diameter diameter –– 6, circumference 6, circumference –– 19, surface 19, surface 
area area –– 114 and volume 114 and volume –– 114 and perfect Pi 114 and perfect Pi ––
3.1666666………… 3.1666666………… likelike there is no God of our there is no God of our 
universe except universe except 11 Almighty God.Almighty God.
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Perfection = 1 = ExceptionPerfection = 1 = Exception

Exception proves the law and existence of a Exception proves the law and existence of a 
11 perfect sphere and perfect sphere and 11 Almighty God.Almighty God.

Perfect Sphere Perfect Sphere = 1= 1
Almighty GodAlmighty God = 1= 1



Ali Ali “The real voyage of discovery “The real voyage of discovery 
consists not in seeking new consists not in seeking new 

Discovery of Real and Rational PiDiscovery of Real and Rational Pi
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consists not in seeking new consists not in seeking new 
landscapes but in having new landscapes but in having new 
eyes.”eyes.”

Marcel ProustMarcel Proust



Ali Ali 

Divide the Circle into 3 puzzle pieces as:Divide the Circle into 3 puzzle pieces as:

Word Puzzle of CircleWord Puzzle of Circle
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Now make any complete word in any major language of Now make any complete word in any major language of 
the World like: the World like: 

English, English, FrenchFrench, , Mandarin,Mandarin, Arabic,Arabic, Spanish, Spanish, ItalianItalian, etc, etc



Ali Ali 

Word Puzzle of CircleWord Puzzle of Circle
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One and Only Complete word can be made only in Arabic

Ali 



Ali Ali 

“Mathematics……would certainly have “Mathematics……would certainly have 
not come into existence if one had not come into existence if one had 
known from the beginning that there known from the beginning that there 

Origin of MathematicsOrigin of Mathematics
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Ali Ali known from the beginning that there known from the beginning that there 
was in nature was in nature no exactly straight lineno exactly straight line, , 
no actual circleno actual circle, no absolute , no absolute 
magnitude.”magnitude.”

Friedrich Nietzsche Friedrich Nietzsche –– Human, All Too HumanHuman, All Too Human
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Ali = Ain + Lam + YehAli = Ain + Lam + Yeh
Ali = 70 + 30 + 10 = 110Ali = 70 + 30 + 10 = 110

A)A)
110 is written as 110 is written as ------------------------ 66 in Binary Systemin Binary System

B)B)
110 = 19 + 91 110 = 19 + 91 -------------------------------- 110110

Numeric Value of word Numeric Value of word –– ‘Ali’ ‘Ali’ 

WWith 6 and 19ith 6 and 19
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110 = 19 + 91 110 = 19 + 91 -------------------------------- 110110

91 is the reversal of 1991 is the reversal of 19
19 is the reversal of 9119 is the reversal of 91

C)C)
11 11 ---------------------- 5th Prime Number5th Prime Number
10 10 ---------------------- 6th Even Number6th Even Number

11 x 10 = 11011 x 10 = 110

5th Prime Number x 6th Even Number = 5th Prime Number x 6th Even Number = 3030
30 is the 30 is the 1919thth Composite Number.Composite Number.
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3 x 3 Magic Square of ALI 3 x 3 Magic Square of ALI -- 110110

3636 4141 3333

3434 3737 3939

4040 3333 3838
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4040 3333 3838

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 110
19 + 91 = 110



Ali Ali 

D)D)
11 x 10 11 x 10 ------------------------------------------------------------ 110110

11 11 ------------------------ 6th Odd Number6th Odd Number
10 10 ------------------------ 6th Even Number6th Even Number

11 x 10 11 x 10 ------------------------------------------------------------ 6 x 66 x 6
11 x 10 11 x 10 ------------------------------------------------------------ 3636

36 36 -------------------------- 1919thth Even NumberEven Number

Numeric Value of word Numeric Value of word –– ‘Ali’‘Ali’

WWith 6 and 19ith 6 and 19
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36 36 -------------------------- 1919thth Even NumberEven Number

E)E)
360360°° = 18 x 20= 18 x 20----------------------360360°° degreesdegrees
18 …….1018 …….10thth Even NumberEven Number
20…….. 1120…….. 11thth Even NumberEven Number

360……18 x 20…..360……18 x 20…..1010thth Even No. x 11Even No. x 11thth Even No.Even No.

360 360 ------------------------ 110110thth Even NumberEven Number
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F)F) 110 110 ---------------------------------- 37 + 7337 + 73

37 37 ---------------------------------- 1212thth Prime NumberPrime Number
73 73 ---------------------------------- 2121stst Prime NumberPrime Number

37 37 ---------------------------------- Reversal number of 73Reversal number of 73
12 12 ---------------------------------- Reversal number of 21Reversal number of 21

Numeric Value of word Numeric Value of word –– ‘Ali’‘Ali’

WWith 6 and 19ith 6 and 19
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Ali Ali 12 12 ---------------------------------- Reversal number of 21Reversal number of 21

110 110 -------------------------------- (12(12thth + 21+ 21stst) Primes) Primes
110 110 -------------------------------- 3333

33 33 ------------------------------------ 3 + 3 = 6 …………..Perfect Diameter3 + 3 = 6 …………..Perfect Diameter
33 33 ------------------------------------ 1717thth Odd NumberOdd Number

17 17 ---------------------------------- 77thth Prime Number = 1 + 6 = 7Prime Number = 1 + 6 = 7
17 17 ---------------------------------- 1 + 7 = 8 1 + 7 = 8 

19 19 -------------------------------- 88thth Prime NumberPrime Number
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3 x 3 Magic Square of 373 x 3 Magic Square of 37

1111 1717 99

1010 1212 1515

1616 88 1313

www.aliwww.ali--pi.compi.com

Ali Ali 
1616 88 1313

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 37
37 + 73 = 110



Ali Ali 

4 x 4 Magic Square of 734 x 4 Magic Square of 73

1313 2424 2626 1010

1919 1717 1515 2222

1414 2121 2020 1818

www.aliwww.ali--pi.compi.com

Ali Ali 1414 2121 2020 1818

2727 1111 1212 2323

All rows, columns and diagonals add to 73
73 + 37 = 110



Ali Ali 

From all numbers and angles, the word From all numbers and angles, the word ‘Ali’‘Ali’ is is 
expressed and revolved around expressed and revolved around 

6 and 196 and 19

That’s why I call Pi as That’s why I call Pi as -------------------------- Ali PiAli Pi

Numeric Value of word Numeric Value of word –– ‘Ali’‘Ali’

WWith 6 and 19ith 6 and 19

www.aliwww.ali--pi.compi.com

Ali Ali 
That’s why I call Pi as That’s why I call Pi as -------------------------- Ali PiAli Pi

Ali Pi = 19/6Ali Pi = 19/6

Ali Pi = 3.16666……….Ali Pi = 3.16666……….



Ali Ali 

Perfect Ali Perfect Ali 

19 19

19

6

6
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Ali Ali 

Perfect AliPerfect Ali = 3.1666666………..= 3.1666666………..

A Great Moment in the History of Man KindA Great Moment in the History of Man Kind

19

6



Ali Ali 

Signature of ‘Ali’Signature of ‘Ali’
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Ali Ali 

Universal Signature of ‘Ali’
On

‘Divine Ali     ‘


